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ABSTRACT
Modeling School Age Population
in a One Industry Town
May 1979
Charles w. Camp, B.S. University of Massachusetts
^•A.T,, Johns Hopkins University,
Ed, D,
, University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor G. Ernest Arxderson
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether
long range population and school enrollment projections
may be carried out with greater accuracy in one industry
communities if special attention is given to the
^^l^tionship between the changes in the community's
industry and the migration component of the population
model, A review of school enrollment projection
literature indicated that the cohort-survival method was
acceptable for short range (one or two years) planning,
but longer range projections showed more promise based on
land use or demographic models. The demographic model
was selected as having the clearest ties to fluctuations
in a single industry which dominates a community.
To demonstrate the model building strategy, the
details of model construction are carefully developed
through the construction of a population model for
vi
A
AinliGirst y MsssacliusGtts ^ a town hoavily iitipact©ci by tb©
high©r ©ducation industry. Th© major s©gm©nts of th©
mod©l includ©: th© mortality compon©nt, th© migration
compon©nt, th© f©rtility compon©nt, and th© school
©nrollm©nt compon©nt. Sp©cial att©ntion is also paid to
the teclmiques needed to remove th© college student
population from th© total population as part of th© th©
modeling procedure.
Evaluation of the model initially includes
comparison of simulation results with actual enrollments
between 1970 and 1978. Validation of the model also
includes replication of the period from 1960 to 1970.
Model projections for 1970-1978 are then compared with
cohort-survival projections and projections from a
conventional demographic model developed by W. Maxine
Buxman for school enrollment projections. After the
Amherst model is shown to be more accurate based on three
evaluation criteria, a nuiaber of suggestions for
implementing the model in other types of one industry
regions are included.
While the concluding section cautions other users
about the limitations of the present model to one
industry settings and the need for extensive data, the
following advantages of the one industry type of
Vll
demographic model are cited:
1. Given correct projections of key industrial
variables, the model was more accurate overall for the
town of Amherst than the other models with which it was
compared.
2. The model produced quite accurate long range
elementary and secondary school enrollment projections
including individual grade enrollments by using the
cohort-survival algorithm, adjusted annually by the
larger demographic model, to project individual grade
enrollments.
3. The model is able to be more responsive to rapid
changes in industrial conditions than the other models
studied.
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEJ1
Need for a Population Model
Dramatic changes in local growth rates are a source
of continuing challenge to planners throughout the
country. in spite of the impossibility of predicting the
future with absolute accuracy, a school system or town
may plan for the future by considering some of the most
probable future events and the potential impact on the
local population levels, A mathematical model of the
community including important outside variables should be
valuable as an aid in the projection of future
population. The model should be of a general enough form
so it may simulate an environment in which the population
is increasing, decreasing, or perhaps stable. The need
such a model becomes even more clear as one considers
the limited resources available in local towns with which
to provide the necessary services for these communities.
Changing growth rates in an environment with limited
resources lead to the need for long range planning.
Through such planning the impact of large projects and
shifting staff needs may be distributed over a period of
a few years. For the purposes of this work long range
1
2will be considered to mean periods of five to fifteen
years, A long range planning model is subject to more
uncertainty than a short range model, but in the hands of
local school and town planners it certainly may be a
valuable tool if it is well constructed and thoughtfully
used.
The need for a working model of a town's population
is partially demonstrated by the planning needs of the
town's public school system. The school system must plan
for demands on building space, building maintenance,
staffing needs, equipment replacement, and equipment
maintenance in order to continue to maintain the quality
of the system's offerings. Long range concerns are
especially likely to involve needs for increased or
decreased building space and staffing demands. Any
building program involving state reimbursement must
include a clear statement justifying the need for new
construction. However, plans to close school facilities
may also need to be carefully considered well ahead of
time as some citizens may object to the closing of their
local and convenient community school.
Long term projections of staffing needs are also
invaluable, for an adminstrator faces numerous
constraints due to teacher contracts and state
3certification requirements which may necessitate the
hiring of teachers with diverse and flexible teaching
skills as well as the re-training of those teachers
already on the staff to handle new teaching assignments.
School planning should be capable of accurate and long
range prediction of increases, decreases, or internal
shifts in student enrollment.
Given the type of model proposed, it also becomes
possible to address other planning needs of the community
as represented by populations of particular age groups or
the total population. The adequacy of a water supply
'^ith the associated storage and distribution system is
clearly dependent on future levels of population in a
community. Sewerage systems and adequate sewage
treatment plants are similarly related to levels of
population and the geographical distribution of that
population. The future planning for fire and police
departments may include justification of needs for new
equipment, facilities, and staff all of which partly
depend on local population levels and their geographical
distribution. Planning of future services for elderly
residents such as transportation and housing require
consideration of the likely levels of elderly population
in the community. The construction and maintenance of
4highways along with maintenance and supervision of
recreation and conservation areas are all activites for
which future planning in part depends on the number of
local residents and the age distribution of those
residents.
Significance of the Study
It has been shown through the work of Buxman (1978),
Tatham and Finch (1974), and Wilson (1975) that
demographic projections may be carried out for many towns
in order to yield long range school enrollment
projections of reasonable accuracy. While the level of
accuracy is quite acceptable for a majority of
communities, demographic models are not equally effective
for all communities. It is the purpose of this work to
see whether or not population projections and thus
enrollment projections may be carried out with greater
accuracy and understanding for one industry communities
or regions if special attention is given to the
relationship between changes in the town's industry and
the migration component of the model. Such a model is
developed in detail in Chapter Three to be sensitive to
both the inmigration and the outmigration possibilities
resulting from the fluctuations in the single industry
5which dominates the region. it should be further noted
that the work proposed here is designed to explore use of
demographic models in towns or relatively small regions
heavily impacted by a single industry. if this strategy
can be shown to be effective, the possibility of
expanding to larger areas or consideration of multiple
industries becomes a potential goal for later work.
Nature of Computer Simulation
In order to carry out a number of simulations with a
system (which in this case includes the people living in a
town) the use of a computer model is worthy of careful
consideration. One must first develop a clearly stated
mathematical and logical procedure that may be executed
on a computer in the form of a computer program. The
procedure is referred to as the model and the
applications of the model as the simulation of the system
under study. Perhaps the definition from Naylor,
Balintfy, Burdick, and Chu (1966) is clearest.
Simulation is a numerical technique for
conducting experiments on a digital computer,
which involves certain types of mathematical
and logical models that describe the behavior
of a system (or some component thereof)
over extended periods of real time. (p. 3)
Some of the advantages of studying population
changes in communities through computer simulation are
6worthy of note at this time (Naylor et al. 1966).
1. The detailed observations and data collection
processes one must follow to build a model help one more
thoroughly understand the community and the forces which
influence its population patterns.
2. Through use of the simulation it becomes
possible to carry out many "experiments” which would be
impossible to investigate with the actual town and its
industry.
3. Simulation construction leads the analyst to
break a larger system into sub-systems which may be
studied separately yielding better understanding of the
larger system and the interaction of its components. In
this case the three main components of demographic change
(fertitlity, mortality, and migration) are modeled as
separate sub-systems.
4. Simulation may provide information about the
relative importance of the variables which serve as input
to the system thus leading to a plan to monitor some
variables more carefully in the future. For example,
experiments with the model for a one industry community
could lead one to discover what kinds of change in the
town's industry most effect school enrollment.
5. In designing a simulation the analyst may be
7exposed to a wide variety of specialists, such as school
administrators and town planners, as well as different
forms of data which all help to broaden his/her
perspective during the process of building a model for
the community.
While there are other advantages that one may
encounter in a particular modeling effort not listed
above the list provides a broad overview of the strengths
of the approach. There is, however, a major trade off
that one must face when building a model of a system
(Dutton & Starbuck, 1971, pp. 4-5). Since the only
model of a system is the real system, one must
always choose the amount of detail that it will be
possible to build into the model under consideration. In
real world situations it is rarely possible to assemble
vast amounts of money and a large team of experts to
build a large-scale, detailed model. In addition the
complexity of the model may discourage others from trying
to adapt the model to similar situations. The trade off
is clearly stated by Chew who explains the advantages of
a, "small scale, deterministic, highly aggregated model"
(Chew, 1976, pp. 3-4). In summary it has been suggested
that a mathematical model of appropriate detail and
complexity may be a reasonable way to simulate possible
8future population levels for a community.
Problems of ^deling in a Industry Community
If a reasonably valid model can be developed for a
community or region, it clearly should be helpful for
school and town planners. in the case of a "one
industry" town the need seems even greater, for the
population projections provided by regional and state
planning agencies are based on regional and state trends
(Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1975). These projections
also provide only population totals and are not easily
sub-divided to yield age/sex specific detail in an a
typical community.
Projections of school enrollments are subject to
uncetainty resulting from fluctuations in the variables
listed below; (St. Louis Research Consortium, Final
Report
, 1976, p. 15)
1. district population
2. geographic distribution
3. age distribution
4. quantities and types of housing
5. average family size
6. income levels
7. birth rates
9in addition interactions among the above factors may
further complicate the problem.
While the types of fluctuations listed above may be
a concern in any community, the one industry community is
subject to unusual fluctuations caused by growth or cut
backs in the community's single industry. Such a
community may be more sensitive to changes in the "one
industry” than to other general trends in the state,
county, or national demographic variables. Regions
dominated by a single industry include many interesting
variations in which the analyst will be required to seek
out the significant predictor variables. For example,
in a university community the future numbers of staff and
students may be key variables in detemining migration
rates. However, in a community dominated by the
elctronics industry one might want to tally employees in
two or more categories as key predictor variables for
future migration.
Some one industry communities, however, have another
unique factor not necessarily shared by all "one
industry" towns. These communities contain a
substantial "special population" of people who are
residents of the area yet whose stay in the area is
definitely limited in time. For example, in a college
10
community the students would constitute such a special
population as might many of the people at a large
military base in an otherwise small community. The age
data and family data for the
-special population- in a
community is difficult to isolate, but it is clearly
important to separate the "special population" from the
total population (Pittenger, 1976, chap. 9) of a region
If reasonable projections are to be produced from a
model. Clearly such factors as migration, fertility, and
family size are unique for such "special" populations and
must be analyzed as separate elements of the model for
the region.
In summary it should be noted that the population
model for a town, impacted by a single "industry," must
be sensitive to substantial fluctuations in the
employment levels of the industry and to any "special"
populations as each of these groups have a unique and
significant impact on such a one industry town.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Overview
The literature concerning enrollment projection,
particularly for public elementary and secondary schools,
includes many rather simple techniques involving ratios
or formulas in which one need gather only one or two
relatively convenient types of data. There are, however,
a number of more complex methods available which involve
more input variables and more sophisticated relationships
needed to produce enrollment projections. Some of these
mathematical models are sophisticated enough so that the
only way they may be managed is with the use of a
computer. Thus one must in some cases have programming
capability and computer facilities available if one is to
seriously consider many of the more complex models.
Another important issue one must consider while choosing
a projection technique is the matter of how much data is
required and how difficult it will be to obtain the
required data considering the time and money available to
aid in the data gathering effort. Finally the reader is
advised that the methods presented in this chapter are
found in many combinations as parts of some of the more
11
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complex enrollment projection work found in the
literature.
The first of the major techniques considered in this
chapter is the "Ratio Method" which creates projections
based on simple ratios between the local population and
the population for a larger region which includes the
local region. Next the popular cohort-survival method is
considered which uses simple ratios to measure the
percentage of children who move from one grade to the
next. Housing and land use methods, to be considered,
will include simple techniques based on the number of
people per house as well as more sophisticated methods
requiring extensive data collection from the entire
community. A number of time series projections methods
are presented which enable the analyst to select and fit
local data to the curve (function) which he/she feels
will best predict the future for the community. This
chapter continues considering a number of kinds of flow
models including demographic models which count people in
a number of categories and keep track of numbers of
people moving (flowing) from one category to another.
Finally regression techniques are considered as they may
be used separately or as parts of other methods
considered earlier in the chapter.
13
Long Range Projections
The terms "short range" and "long range" are
frequently used in the enrollment projection literature,
yet they are rarely defined by the authors thus leading
one to gather a vague sense of the authors' intentions
from the general context. in this work "short range"
projections will refer to the common projections of one
to four years frequently required by school systems while
"long range" shall refer to projections of five or more
years (Greenberg, Krueckeberg, & Mautner, 1973).
It should be noted that there are a number of highly
recommended methods for short terra projections which are
relatively simple and seem to be as accurate as more
complex methods. The cohort survival method (Leggett,
1973) with its numerous variations appears to be the most
popular and quite accurate (Webster, 1971) if one wishes
to project enrollments only one or two years into the
future. The "dwelling unit approach" (St. Louis Research
Consortium, 1976) in one of its relatively simple forms
shows considerable promise according to Jaffe (1969, pp.
26-27) although Swanson and Laraitie (1971) caution that
the method is more appropiate for metropolitan level
planning.
"Long range" projections are certainly subject to
14
more uncertainty than "short range" projections.
However, it is clear that the extensive modeling projects
such as ENSIM II (Linebarger, Minana, Cornish, & Hunt,
1976), the study done for Corvallis, Oregon (Maltby,
Anderson, Twa, & Wicklund, 1970), Dynamod II (Zabrowcki,
1969), Denham's work (1971), and Buxman's v;ork (1978) are
all created with the hope of long term effectiveness,
Jaffe (1969, p. 34) indicates that the relatively
simple Ratio Method using state population projections is
the most promising for long range projections. As one
compares projection techniques for their "long range"
accuracy it is important to note that it has been
difficult to evaluate many of the models over long
periods of time. In addition the reader should remember
that much of the earlier modeling work was done assuming
patterns of continued growth, but recent modifications
have been required to allow for the possibilities of
enrollment decreases as illustrated by the work of Tatham
and Finch (1974) or the improvements added to ENSIM
(Gimore et al,, 1974) to create ENSIM II (Linebarger et
al., 1976), which will be considered later in the housing
and land use section of this chapter.
15
Ratio Method
While many of the simpler methods of enrollment
projection or population projection involve the use of a
ratio as a part of the process, the term "ratio method"
as used here is based on the kind of thinking Pittenger
(1976, pp. 89-90) traces back to the "1952 Census Bureau
Ratio Method" and Jaffe (1969 pp. 34-55) uses
extensively in his work on enrollment projections. The
Census Bureau's application involved projecting state
populations from projections of national population,
through the use of direct proportions. For example if a
state contained 10.0% of the regional population in 1950
and 10.2% of the regional population in 1960 then one
using this method would expect the state to include 10.4%
of the regional population in 1970. For the purposes of
school enrollment projection work, future enrollments are
generated based on projections of the state, county, or
SMSA (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) populations
that are already available. For example, one finds the
ratios of the number of students in a community's school
systan to the total county population. Using that ratio
along with the projected county population one is able to
project the school enrollment.
16
The details of a number of variations on the "Ratio
Method" are discussed by Jaffe (1969 pp. 34-55). m one
of his examples he finds the ratio of the number of
students in each grade of the school system to the total
number of students in that particular grade for the whole
county. Having collected these ratios for as many past
years as possible Jaffe projects the ratios 12 years
ahead by using linear regression and exponential
smoothing. It is shown that a rather dramatic divergence
in enrollments for sucessive grades may result indicating
the need to avoid small communities or to group three or
four grades together for the pupose of "Ratio Method"
Projections, Exponential smoothing, which weighs more
heavily recent ratios, was shown to produce an error of
about eight percent compared to about 23% error when
linear regression was used for the same five year period.
Clearly the ratio method whether based on county or state
population projections is subject to substantial error
when applied to small school districts or when little
historical data is available.
In summary it should be noted first that the "Ratio
Method" in one of its variations may be worth serious
consideration as a projection technique for some school
districts. However, accuracy seems to depend on the size
17
of the school district and the amount of historical data
available. The method also appears weak when one
considers the problem of tracing a bulge (high or low) of
students flowing through a school system. It seems clear
that the "Ratio Method" also assumes that the school
district which is compared with the larger population
unit (state or county) is demographicly similar. Should
the two units be substantially different, as might well
be the case in a "one industry" community the results
using the "Ratio Method" would be subject to even more
uncertainty.
Cohort-Survival Method
The Cohort-Survival Method of enrollment projection
is also a conceptually simple technique involving the use
of simple ratios. There seems to be little doubt about
f^ct that this method is probably the most popular
teclinique used by school districts for the short range
projections they must make frequently (St. Louis Research
Consortium, 1976, p, 16).
The standard procedure (Engelhardt, 1973) involves
finding the survival or persistence ratios for students
moving from one grade to another in a school system. For
example, one calculates the ratio of the number of
18
students in the fifth grade this year divided by the
number of students in the fourth grade last year. The
problem of kindergarden or first grade is again delt with
through the use of a ratio. Using first grade, as is
often recommended (Leggett, 1973), one finds the ratio of
first grade enrollment this year divided by the number of
births in the community six years ago. Continuing with
the standard procedure one finds all of the ratios for
the past five years and uses the average of the five
ratios to project the enrollment of each grade for the
coming year. The procedure may easily be continued for
five or six years into the future at which time the
analyst must start to project annual births for use in
the determination of first grade enrollments.
A number of minor modifications have been suggested
as ways to improve the accuracy of the cohort-survival
method without substantially increasing the complexity of
the data needed to carry out the procedure. McNamara
(1972) has suggested that the results will be improved if
one weighs recent ratios more heavily when one is
averaging the ratios for the past five years, and Brown
(1975) goes further by explaining how to use exponential
smoothing to determine a ratio which is more heavily
influenced by recent data. One could also project the
19
persistence ratios into the future by any of the time
series methods (St. Louis Research Consortuim, 1976, pp.
25-27) or regression techniques (Charters, 1971) which
Webster (1970) shows to yield improved accuracy.
The relative merits of the cohort-survival method
have been considered by many authors, but it seems to be
a valuable method for short range projections yielding
only 1% to 2% error per year for periods of five years or
less. Webster (1971) indicates his reservations about
the accuracy of the cohort-survival method while stating
a preference for linear regression. As part of the
development work for her extensive model Denham (1971)
indicates a preference for multivariable methods over
cohort-survival procedures, yet her auguement lacks
quantitative evidence. A very extensive project which
chose the cohort-survival method is found in a lengthy
study using "systems analysis" to select the best
enrollment projection technique for the Corvallis, Oregon
School District (Maltby et al., 1970). A lengthy list of
demographic and economic variables was considered in the
Corvallis study and multiple regression techniques were
investigated. The cohort-survival technique was finally
chosen even though the results are not influenced by most
of the demographic and economic variables. One is lead
20
to believe that the Corvallis group came to the
conclusion that a team of people could easily expend
extensive effort developing an elaborate model using many
variables only to find that, in the short run, their
results were no better than those obtained by the
cohort-survival method.
It would seem that many measures in the above study
were similar (telephone installations, total bank
deposits, and motor vehicle registrations) thus leading
to redundancy. The demographic variables of births,
deaths, and migration would appear to be better
of future population change, and variables
such as employment level and available housing should be
viewed as causes rather than effects of migration thus
leading to a structural model which might be as accurate
as the cohort-survival method.
In summary it should be recognized once more that
the cohort-survival method is presently used by many
school systems. The technique is easy to use, for it
requires only data readily available to school
administrators, and it produces short term results which
are accurate enough for most short range school system
needs. Research has shown the cohort survival method to
be least effective in areas experiencing rapid growth.
21
leading this analyst to emphasize the need for planners
to be aware of unusual local factors influencing growth
patterns.
Housing and Land Use Methods
The housing and land use techniques of enrollment
projection vary a great deal in their structure, but they
almost all have a common need for extensive data which
is generally not readily available to school
administrators. One should note that both Jaffe (1969,
pp. 26-27) and the creators of ENSIM II (Linebarger et
1976) claim these methods hold considerable promise
as long range projection techniques.
Probably the simplest housing based model is built
on the formula developed by Post (1969) through the
analysis of a number of coramunites in the Philadelphia
area. lie noted that areas in which housing construction
had ceased experienced an 11% population decrease during
a ten year period (1950-1960). The formula he then
created and tested allows for the population decrease
caused by the shift toward an older population but also
allows for addition or subtraction of 4.1 people for each
housing unit that is created or destroyed.
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P
t
. 09 P + 4.1AHt- lo
In the formula P^ represents the total population of
the region for the later date and P^_^^ represents the
total population of the region for the date 10 years
earlier. The net change in the housing stock level is
represented by .. h, and (4.1 z. h) thus represents the
marginal or migrant population. Certainly the constants
.89 and 4.1 could be adjusted as necessry to satisfy
local conditions.
In Post's more recent work (1973) school enrollments
are projected in five year cohorts. All of the initial
groups are multiplied by .89 thus diminishing by 11
percent. Then Post determines the percent of each age
cohort in the migrating population (4.1 H) and finally
obtains age specific data for the migrating population by
multiplying (4.1 ^ H) by each of the appropriate
percentages. The resulting age specific data for school
children may then be added to the initial age specific
school age population yielding a new total for each five
year cohort.
The School Facility Planning System (St. Louis
Research Consortium, 1976) offers a "Dwelling Unit
Multiplier Technique" as one of the alternative methods
in that package. It is especially emphasized that this
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method is much preferred over the cohort-survival method
in rapidly growing areas. The "Dwelling unit technique"
requires that the analyst determine the average number of
school children in each dwelling type and also the age
distribution of the children in each of the categories.
If there is a trend in the number of children per
dv/elling historically than an extrpolation technique,
considered later as a time series method, such as the
logistic curve or linear regression is suggested to
project future values.
An interesting technique for providing the migration
component of a metropolitan area planning model is
created by Swanson and Lamitie (1971) . The "Dwelling
Unit Approach" has a subsection known as the "Gravity
Model" which is used in certain parts of the metropolitan
area. Migration \7ithin the metropolitan region from old
areas to "new suburbs" is approximated by, "a gravity
model", i.e. the distribution was made in direct
proportion to the mass (total population) and in inverse
proportion to the distance from the core area." One could
note that the migration is inversely proportional to the
distance and not inversely proportional to the square of
the distance as is the case with Nev’/ton's law of
universal gravitation.
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Probably the most extensive land use based
simulation effort includes the EIJSIM (Gilmore et al.,
1974) and ENSIM II (Linebarger et al., 1976) models
developed for the Santa Clara County Schools. ENSIM is
"a computer based long range enrollment simulation.” The
heart of the model is built around a system xvhich
projects new dwelling construction as a step before
projecting inmigration. The total area under study is
sub-divided into many smaller regions and each region has
housing broken down into a number of housing types. A
major portion of the program which deals with the final
projection of enrollments was created by Denham and as in
Denham's earlier work input is provided in probabilistic
form with likely, low, and high values. Then the final
program is executed many times to produce a distribution
of results. The major limitation of ENSIM is that it
considers only inmigration and is designed to use only in
^i^owing communities. After extensive
modification ENSIM II was created to consider breakdowns
in to three racial cohorts, and to include an
outmigration component in order to make the model
effective in areas with stable or decreasing population.
In summary it seems clear that housing and land use
methods hold a potential for reasonably accurate long
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range projections in rapidly growing areas to the extent
that the analyst is able to accurately project new
housing construction. The land use simulation is also
Particularly useful for indicating the impact of
population changes on the different parts of a school
district. As a method used in parallel with other
methods or as part of a large model such as El^SIM cind
ENSIM ZI the technigues seem valuable. However^ one must
keep in mind the need for extensive data collection
required by land use methods and even further note the
very extensive data requirements of the larger and more
complex land use models. In addition the reader should
remember that the effort to maintain and update the land
use data must be continued on a regular basis if a land
use model is to continue to be a valuable enrollment
projection tool.
Time Series Projections
Time series projection techniques essentially
represent a set of methods for extrapolating a graph of
total school population as a function of time. One may
simply plot a graph of past total enrollment versus time
and then extend the graph. There are, hov/ever, more
elegant methods of fitting an appropriate function to the
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historical data, yet it should be clearly understood that
the techniques which follow involve no variables other
than population and time. The
.primary influence
contributed ty the analyst involves the selection of the
most appropriate type of function to project into the
future with the least error (St. Louis Research
Consortiiim, 1976) .
Lin^ relationships
. Should the analyst be led to
believe that the absolute rate of change of enrollment
with time will be a linear continuation of the recent
past data, then a straight line function may be
established by standard linear regression techniques.
The general form of the function follows:
P = mT + b
in which
P represents total enrollment
T represents time
m and b are slope and intercept constants evaluated
by standard regression techniques to give a function
which best fits the chosen historical data. Figure 1
illustrates examples of straight line growth and decline.
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The exEonentlal function, when the total enrollment has
been growing or declining with an approximately constant
percentage change each year, an exponential function may
give a good fit and enable the analyst to extrapolate the
same trend into the future (Engineering Concepts
Curriculum Project, 1971, p. 168). The function below is
once again adapted to the historical data with a least
square fit following a standard logarithmic
transformation (Pittenger, 1976, p. 48)
,
P = Po
in which;
P represents total enrollment
t represents time
Po and r are constants by a least square fit.
Figure 1 indicates the types of historical data
patterns that might lead one to use the exponential
function. In the growth case the rate r is greater than
one and in the decline case the rate r is less than one.
modified exponential function
. The modified
exponential function (see Figure 1) is similar to the
exponential function with the addition of an asymptotic
control (upper or lower limiting value of the
population)
. In other words the function initially has
ENROLLMENT
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Fig. 1. Examples of linear and exponential functions.
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the exponential shape yet it eventually levels off at the
limiting upper or lower limit specified by the user
(Pittenger, 1976, p. 67). One should note that the
growth curve is initially concave down instead of concave
up, as was the case with the plain exponential growth
function. In the modified exponential function case.
P = K + ab"^
K is the value of the asymptote, a is the difference
between the value of the asymptote and the population
when t=0, and b is the ratio of change. Pittenger
(1976, p. 69) illustrates the process of fitting the
equation by the method of partial totals. Figure 1
illustrates the general shapes of the modified
exponential curves and allows the reader to compare these
with the exponential and linear cases.
The Logistic Curve . The logistic curve is an S-shape
when plotted on rectanular coordinates. it is a very
useful curve when used to simulate a system which is
growing tov/ard a limiting population or "carrying
capacity"
.
The function operates such that the
population changes at a rate that is proportional to the
difference between the current population and the
limiting value. While the logistic curve has been shown
to be quite accurate as a description of the growth
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pattern for yeast cells and fruit flies (Croxton, Cowden,
& Klein, 1967), it would only be appropriate to use the
logistic function when the historical data leads the
analyst to believe the S-shape is a likely future pattern
for the population under study, it should also be noted
that the logistic curve includes the asymptotic limiting
feature (see Figure 2) which may be estimated by the
analyst or calculated as part of one of the possible
fitting procedures.
One common form of the logistic function (Pittenger,
1976, p. 62)
p = k/(l + )
incorporates k as the value of the asymptote or limiting
population, a as a positive constant, and b is a negative
constant for the growth case. Appropriate values of a and
b must be determined to match the community under study.
It should also be noted that the inflection point on the
curve (where the rate of growth stops increasing) is at
the place where P = k/2, that is where the population has
reached half of the "carrying capacity."
In order to gain some insight into the operation of
the logistic function one should note that as the time,
t, increases the product bt becomes more negative thus
driving the exponent, a + bt, to zero at which point
ENROLLMENT
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Fig. 2. Examples of logistic and Gompertz functions.
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y = k/2, the inflection point. As t continues to
increase the exponent bt becomes more negative and the
exponential term approaches zero. Thus the denominator
one and P approaches the value of k, the
asymptote.
The fitting procedure offers the analyst some
alternatives as demonstrated by Pittenger (1976, p. 65)
and by Cowden (1947). Perhaps the most fundamental
choice one must make concerns the asymptote value.
Should there be known outside constraints, such as
limited land area of a region, that provide an estimate
of the limiting population, the analyst may v;ish to
insert the asymptote value directly and fit the data to
the inserted value of K. However, should such a value of
K not be available the fitting procedure may be carried
out to determine a limiting value for the logistic curve.
Although the decline case for the logistic curve is
not as common, the function is built on the same
foundation as the growth case with a transformation (St.
Louis Research Consortium, 1976, p.26). Both the growth
and decline cases are illustrated in Figure 2 in order to
illustrate the type of historical data which would make
the use of one of these functions appropriate.
The Gompertz Curve . The Gompertz curve is fundamentally
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of the same S-shape as the logistic curve. Wliile the
population approaches an asymptote, as in the logistic
curve, the Gompertz function changes at a rate (of growth
or decline) which decreases by a fixed percentage each
year. The curve has a smaller radius of curvature in the
early section leading to the inflection point when the
population has reached only 37 percent of the limiting
value (see Figure 2).
The general formula for the Gompertz function
(Pittenger, 1976, p. 57)
±
P = Ka^
is easily transformed with the logarithmic operation to
the form:
log p = log K + ( log a
)
where K still represents the limiting or asymptotic
value, a is a negative parameter, and b is a positive
constant smaller than one. Again the values of a, b, and
k must iDe chosen to fit the nature of the community under
study. The last term in the equation
(log a)b'^
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represents tlie distance between the current population
and the limiting value represented by log K. As t
increases one may see that b raised to the t power
continues to generate smaller values which become
negative when multiplied by log a. Thus as the final
term decreases the population approaches the limiting
value represented by k.
The process of fitting historical data to the
Gompertz curve may be carried out in more than one way.
The "descent" technique (Murphy & Nagnur, 1972) is an
iterative process which requires the use of a computer to
establish the values of the parameters, in Pittenger's
(1976, p. 60) work the selected points technique
illustrates how the parameter values might more readily
be determined by hand calculator methods. The School
^cilities Planning System (St. Louis Research
Consortium, 1976, p. 168) offers the analyst the option
of specifying the limiting value of the population and
then fitting the curve to the historical data or tlie
package will determine all three parameters based only on
the historical data.
The Gompertz functions are illustrated in Figure 2
showing the somewhat sharper radii of curvature than the
similar logistic functions. An analyst seeking to model
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a comunity with an S-shaped growth pattern would do well
to try both the logistic and Gorapertz functions and then
compare the results. The Gorapertz function, however, is
probably more appropriate for oases in which early growth
rates have been very high yet the inflection point is
expected closer to the initial enrollment than to the
limiting value.
In summary it must be noted once more that time
series projections are merely extrapolation techniques.
Historical data for total population or total enrollment
is fitted to one or more reasonably appropriate functions
which are tlien used to predict future total populations
with no regard to the shifting patterns of mortality,
fertility, or migration. Thus use of these extrapolation
techniques gives the analyst little insight into the key
factors influencing the community's population. When one
is interested in school enrollments the time series
methods also leave one with the problem of totals which
must be broken down into enrollments for each grade. In
spite of the above problems the time series techniques
may be of value in small communities where age specific
census data are not available. The same techniques may
also be used to project variables other than total
population such as survival ratios or birth rates as part
L
of more complex modeling projects.
Flow Models
In flow models the movement of students within a
system is simulated such that the significant flows of
people from one status to another are represented
quantitatively. For example in Denham's (1971, p. 40)
model, the enrollment in 9th grade this year is dependent
on enrollment in 8th grade last year plus net migration,
net transfers from non-public schools, and retentions
from last year's 9th grade minus retentions in 8th grade,
deaths, and school dropouts. Such models are often
referred to as "structural flow models" (V7asik, 1971, p,
^
for the numerical values in the model represent
numbers of people destined for particular states during
the particular time interval under consideration,
TVhile all flow models involve people moving from one
state to another according to some system, Wasik (1971)
defines flow models as including differential or
difference equations to determine the rates with which
people move from one particular state to any other
particular state. In Durstine's (1969) work is found one
of the few examples of this technique applied to public
elementary and secondary schools. It should be noted
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that the rates in the model may be partially or
completely a function of other rates or enrollment levels
in the model thus making feedback loops possible as part
of a flow model. The same general technique is generated
in the higher education setting by Reisman (1966) and
Bolt (1965) , It should be noted however, that these
models tend to aggregate students by area of study and
not grade level leaving one a bit hard pressed to adapt
the work to elementary and secondary schools where
enrollment in each grade is of major interest.
Although he does not use the term flow model,
Forrester (1968) has developed his own notational system
and computer language which allows the user to build
models including a number of state variables and also
rate variables through which the state variables rise and
fall. While Forrester's models aggregate populations and
do not break them down into age specific cohorts such a
procedure seems perfectly possible. An interesting
example applying Forrester's techniques to higher
education is created by Chew (1976). Like most other
higher education flow models the advantages of such flow
models are for internal policy studies and planning
rather than for enrollment projection, for, unlike public
elementary and secondary schools, admissions policies may
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be adjusted.
Another rather well known technique for building
flow models is kno;,m as the Markov chain, m the Markov
process the probability of a student moving from one
state to another is determined from historical data. For
example, considering the toal number of students in grade
eight one might find that 90% would move to grade nine,
5% would be retained in grade eight, 3% would migrate out
of town and, 2% would drop out of school. The matrix
procedure is demonstrated by Li (1971) who also indicates
that it is difficult to simulate immigration and
re—enrollment with his scheme. The Markov process simply
involves the application of the same set of transition
Probabilities to an intitial set of enrollment statistics
as many times as are necessary to simulate the desired
number of years in the projection.
The limitations of the Markov chain are clearly
stated by Denham (1971, p. 33), The Markov process is
based on the assumption of a closed system which does not
easily allow for an inmigration component. The transition
probabilities are held fixed throughout the process
allowing for little experimentation and thus raising
serious questions about the value of long range
projections. Johnstone and Philp (1973) offer one of the
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few examples using actual enrollment data, yet they
conclude that the method is too limited even for the
large scale enrollment problem of the entire New South
Wales School System. T'Tliile the Dynamod II model uses a
modified Markov process, the author, Zabrowski (1969)
,
concludes that it is, "in every sense a large population
model. Thus it seems clear that the value of the Markov
chain technique is for closed system policy studies, and
it is especially inappropriate as an enrollment
projection technique for small regions which must
consider migration as a major factor.
Demographic Approaches
In many ways a demographic model might be considered
as a special type of flow model. While the population of
a particular region is generally studied in five year
cohorts, (age groups) the traditional demographic
variables of fertility, mortality, and migration serve as
the flows of people into and out of the population in the
region under consideration. The general strategy for
modeling the population of a region is thoroughly
developed by Pittinger (1976, chap. 9) who also gives
detailed attention to possible strategies for handeling
fertility, mortality, and migration.
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A demographic model more specifically devoted to
enrollment projection was developed by Tatham and Finch
(1974) in order to project community college enrollment
based on a county sized region. The model enables the
analyst to experiment with the traditional demographic
variables (birth rates, death rates, and net migration
rates) as well as a land use component which slows the
i^i9^3ration rates as the region reaches its "carrying
capacity." A demographic model designed to project
enrollments for the Syracuse Public Schools was developed
by Wilson (1975) who showed reasonably accurate results
for the Syracuse City School District. More recently
Buxman (1978) also created a demographic model enabling
the user to explore "what if" questions in the areas of
fertility, mortality, and migration. The model was used
to project public school enrollments for 30 towns in the
Hartford, Connecticut SI4SA. The results of the last two
studies above sho\A7ed that with reasonable care one may
achieve levels of accuracy of approximately 1% error per
year with demographic techniques.
It is the design of the current study to show that
one of the more difficult types of communities, namely
"one industry" communities, may be fruitfully studied
with a demographic type of model. The greatest difficulty
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with such towns is the problem of a single industry whose
fluctuations of growth or decline cause corresponding
fluctuations in the net migration pattern for the
community. Thus it is argued that a logical extention
und improvement of the work of Wilson and Buxman is to
show that better population and enrollment projections
may be produced for such a special town with careful
attention to the connections between the one industry and
the migration component of the computer model.
Regression Methods
There are numerous variations of enrollment
prediction methods using regression techniques (Webster,
1971) . The basic strategy involves the prediction of
either the student population in each grade or the total
student population as a function of such predictor
variables as births per year, numbers of housing units,
numbers of faculty members, or perhaps time. The case
for time as an independent (predictor) variable was
considered earlier under time series analysis thus it
will not be considered further here.
An alternative strategy to the common approach
described above is that of using regression in a
sub-section of a model. Charters (1971) suggests the use
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of regression as a technique for projecting the ratios in
the cohort-survival method, and Rives (1977) uses a
regression model for total enrollment and adds a
stocastic component (rauidom number) to provide a set of
short term projections.
In some instances a high correlation may be found
between school enrollments and a number of social and
economic variables (Maltby et al.
, 1970), leading the
analyst to consider multiple regression as suggested by
Charters (1971) and Carss (1973) , However, Charters
cautions about the possible conflict between the need for
recent data and the need for a number of data points,
while the School Facility Planning System (St. Louis
Research Consortium, 1976, p. 21) raises the concern
about the risk of error due to multicollinearity and the
need for a theoretically sound relationship between the
independent and the dependent variables.
The variations on the popular cohort-survival model
seem to have considerable merit especially for short
range projections. However, the possible fluctuations in
fertility rates and in migration patterns which are
likely in a region heavily dependent on one industry lead
this analyst to rely on a demographic approach which has
built in more of the possible cause and effect
b
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relationships operating in a one-industry community.
Summary of Literature Review
The enrollment projection literature seems to be
generally very positive about the cohort-survival method
of enrollment projection (sometimes modified) for short
term projections. it is, however, rather clearly
acknowledged by most sources that the technique is
limited in terms of its value for long term projections
and for communities with unusual migration patterns.
Some studies have shown that ratio methods and land
use techniques may be useful for long term projections
®^ch is quite limited by the type of situation for
which it is appropriate. While use of a great variety of
time series projections forces the user to become aware
of that function most appropriate for his or her
community, it would seem that the experienced analyst
would probably do as well to extrapolate the population
curve with a carefully sketched pencil line.
This analyst has concluded that a flow model using
demographic variables as the independent variables, with
strong cause and effect connections to the resulting
population, offers greater promise of accurate long range
population and enrollment projections. These models are
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also valuable as they allow for experimentation in order
to discover the importance of each independent variable.
In addition such models are more open to the inclusion of
new variables as part of their structure than many of the
simple projection techniques.
Finally it must be recognized that no elaborate
mathematical procedure or complex computer model is a
substitute for good data and a thorough knov7ledge of
local conditions. Any projection technique must be
carefully selected, modified, and updated if it is to
continue to serve satisfactorily in a particular region.
CHAPTER III
THE POPULATION PLANNING MODEL FOR A ONE INDUSTRY TOWN
Introduction
-he purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the
procedure for developing a useful population model for a
one industry town or region. The particular example
chosen for the demonstration is Amherst, Massachusetts, a
town which is heavily impacted by the "higher education
industry". While the model developed here is not
expected to be immediately transferrable to other one
industry areas, it is hoped that the procedure presented
here would be a major aid in helping an analyst develop a
similar simulation for an other one industry region.
This chapter provides the reader with an overviev/ of
the population characteristics of the town chosen for
this study. After the reader is familiar with the sort
of community for which the model was created, the
construction of the model is described in detail. The
model structure is presented in three major sub-sections
each developed as a major portion of this chapter. These
major components include:
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1. ThG Mortality Component
2. The Migration Component
3. The Fertility Component
Finally the chapter concludes with a section explaining
the methodology used to project public school enrollments
by grade and a summary section shov/ing hov; the major
components of the model are interrelated. The reader
wisning to review a concise outline of the entire model
building process should refer to Appendix G.
An Overview of the Population Characteristics
of the Town of Amherst
.
The jxjpulation of the town of Amherst has grovm
rapidly since 1950 due primarily to the extensive grov/th
in the institutions of higher education in v/hat was a
small town by most standards. Amherst College is a small
liberal arts college which has remained relatively stable
in enrollment throughout this period with about 1200
students. Although Amherst college recently began
admitting women and started to expand slightly, the new
limit of about 1500 students would appear to have little
impact on town growth (Grose, 1977).
Hampshire College is a second small liberal arts
college which opened in 1970 with 266 students and
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rapidly grew to its desired limit of 1300 students all
during the period of greatest growth in the town of
Amherst (Amherst, Massachusetts, 1975),
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst, however,
is the major campus of the state university system. The
enrollment at the university grew from the 6,000 level in
1950 to more than 24,000 in 1975 (University of
Massachusetts, 1978). During the maximum grov/th period
between 1960 and 1970 the town population, as recorded in
the U.S. Census approximately doubled (see Figure 3).
Amherst 's special population
. The graph presented in
Figure 3 indicates clearly the rapid growth of population
in Amherst yet it does not make clear what percentage of
the college population is included in the totals. While
the U.S. Census Bureau has indicated that all students
living in AmJierst during the academic year are counted in
the federal census, the matter of hov7 many students are
included in Amherst population totals bears much closer
examination (Amherst, Massachusetts, 1975, p. 13). The
population pyramids in Figures 4 and 5 show obvious
bulges of the type one would expect in a college
community (Pittenger, 1976, p. 13). Unfortunately, there
seems to be no reliable source of age specific data on
the numbers of higher education students in each age
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cohort. Therefore, this analyst was left with the task
of tallying the Town of Amlierst Massachusetts Street List
for 1960 and 1970 in order to more accurately determine
the age structure of the local "non-student" population.
Accurate assessment of this portion of the population is
important, for the "non-student" residents of the town
typically live here for longer periods of time and are
subject to different migration and fertility rates.
The matter of a separate "special" population is a
general concern which is not necessarily connected to the
major industry of a region. Such a special population
might exist in a community containing a military
installation or a veterans hospital. It should certainly
be noted, xiov/ever, that a model for a one industry
community without a sizable special population could be
built with less difficulty.
Public school enrollments
. An important application of
any age specific population projections for a community
is in the projection of school enrollments for that
community. As one may readily see in Figure 6, a
population "bulge" has moved through the Amherst schools.
The "bulge" is presently in the high school (grades
10-12)
.
Certainly Figure 6 indicates the need for a
population model designed to work in a setting where
ENROLLMENT
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Eig. 6. Public school enrollments I960 - 1977 (Amherst students only).
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population is stable or perhaps decreasing. A well
constructed node! should inake it possible to trace the
impact of a "bulge” in enrollment as it moves through the
public schools.
Annual births recorded in Amherst are displayed in
Figure 7, and one cannot help but notice that the 146 and
148 births recorded in 1976 and 1977 are the lowest data
points on the entire graph starting with 1954. Again the
need for a model that v^ill deal with a declining
population and changing fertility patterns becomes clear.
The variations in the birth graph are also dramatic
enough so that one would certainly want to simulate such
a situation with some sort of "dynamic" model which is
able to respond to a number of the varied forces which
caused the fluctuations in Figure 7. The birth graph and
its relationship to first grade enrollments six years
later v^ill be examined much more closely as the fertility
component of the simulation is developed later in this
chapter.
Amherst ' s one industry . Probably the most important
factor in changing Amherst population patterns is the
"higher education industry" which is very heavily
influenced by the University of Massachusetts. Student
enrollments and the faculty levels are shown in Figures 8
300
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and 9. All of these graphs reveal the same general
pattern of growth shown by Figure 3, but the graphs
describing the university all indicate decreasing levels
during recent years not shown in Figure 3. According to
a University report (University of Massachusetts, 1977)
about 75% of students live within the town of Amherst
while 69% of faculty members reside in Amherst.
Classified personel at the University of Massachusetts
outnumber faculty by a ratio of 2.25 to 1, but only about
27%-28% of classified employees reside in Amherst.
indication of dramtic change in growth rate is
the rapid fluctuation in numbers of dwelling units
authorized to be constructed as measured by building
permits. Figure 10 shov/s that building rates dropped to
a level very near zero during 1975. Since the dwelling
units graph seems to vary dramatically from one year to
the next there seems every indication that the building
industry in Amherst is flexible and can easily adjust to
either a rapid growth or a no growth condition. In some
one industry communities the presence of less open land
might lead one to consider carefully the possibility of a
housing component in the model.
In summary the population of the town of Amherst is
very greatly influenced by student and faculty levels.
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Fig. 10. Total dwelling units per year, building permits issued.
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While the decade from 1960-1970 was a period of
tremendous growth it would apipear the town may now be
entering a period of decreasing population, stable
population, or perhaps gradually increasing population.
Certainly the scenarios for simulating the population in
this one industry region should consider all of the above
possibilities.
Overview of the Model
The model developed in this chapter is built by
considering the region's population divided into 32
cohorts (groups of people) in five year age intervals
(16 for each sex) . The simulation proceeds in time
intervals of one year so one fifth of each cohort may be
thought of as moving on into the next oldest 5 year age
group. The major blocks of the model are the three
standard components of demographic change which include
:
(Pittenger, 1976, chap. 9)
1. mortality
2. migration
3. fertility
In addition considerable attention in the model is
devoted to first removing the special (college student)
population from the total population at the start and
finally adding the new projected student population to
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the projected local population to yield the total
population at the end of the projection period. The
overall model structure is demonstrated in Figure 11.
Assumptions that are built into the model include
the following: (Fiedland, 1973, p. 22)
1. Mortality rates (age and sex specific) are
assumed to remain constant for the entire run and
national Figures are used to determine the number of
deaths during each one year interval.
2. The sex ratio at birth is a fixed constant
throughout each execution of the simulation and is used
to divide births into the first cohorts of males and
females,
3. The projected numbers of faculty members,
undergraduate students and graduate students must be
estimated and specified intially for each year of the
simulation
.
4. Numbers of housing units and housing density are
assumed to have no impact on population patterns in
Amherst as there is still a sizable cimount of open land
and even the most optimistic predictions of growth would
not appear to bring Amherst near a saturation population
within tlie next few decades.
5. The distribution of births among women of
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Fiq. 11 Overview of the model structure
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childbearing age is fixed although a different total
fertility rate may be inserted for each year of the
simulation. The details of the procedure are carefully
explained in the fertility section later in the chapter.
The Mortality Component
^^^^Q^^^bion . The mortality component of the model is
simply concerned with calculating the number of people
expected to die during a particular period of time. More
specifically it is necessry to detemine for each of the
32 groups of people in the community not only how many
have died but how many people in each group are still
living or have ''survived".
The mortality process is carried out by using a set
of ratios. For example, using U.S. Census figures, if we
expect 2% of the people in a particular cohort to die in
a given period of time we multiply the initial population
of the group by .98 to calculate the "surviving”
population. It should be noted that the mortality
process is not concerned with migration, for that
processs is dealt with in a later section of the model.
Mode 1 construction . In the portion of the model
concerned with mortality each cohort will have those
people removed from it that have died during the period
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being simulated. The process is most easily understood
in five year steps thus the modifications to one year
steps will be explained in the end of this section.
The age specific death rate (ASDR) is defind as
follows
:
ASDR . =X
Where ASDR is a rate averaged over a 5 year cohort, D
represents the deaths during the 5 year period among
members of the cohort, p represents the population in the
particular cohort at the beginning of the 5 year period,
and the subscript i represents the particular cohort.
Appendix F is a foldout the reader may find convenient as
a reference for abbreviations.
For example, consider women aged 30-35 in Amherst
starting in 1960. There were 301 women in this age group
according to the U.S. Census, and the ASDR for this
cohort of women is .005201 (Friedland, 1973). Thus
deaths in this group during the five year interval are
found as follows:
D = (.005201) (301) = 1.565
One may see that about one and one half members of the
initial group of women have died leaving about 299.5
members of the initial group as survivors. It is also
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important to note that while this cohort initially
contained women aged (30-34) the survived group is now
five years older and has moved up into the (35-39) year
age bracket. This example shows clearly that mortality
has a relatively snail effect on the Amherst population
model, at least in the younger age groups. Any
deliberation about which sets of death rates to choose is
unwise when modeling a small ixDpulation, for death rates
would have to change substantially in the third or second
significant figure in order to effect the results of the
simulation.
Although the term mortality leads one to think
initially in terms of death rates, many demographic
models use the concept of survival rate which involves
computing the probability of a member of a cohort
"surviving" the next period of 5 years. Therefore, death
rates may be easily converted into survival rates by
subtracting from 1.0.
Continuing with the death rate example
:
ASDR = .005201
thus ASSR = .994799
Using the age specific survival rate (ASSR) with the
seventh cohort of women we find the "survived" population
after a five-year interval which becomes the population
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of the eighth cohort (Pittenger, 1976, chap. 6 ).
Pq = (P^ ) (ASSR)^
Pq = (301) (.994799)
P3 = 299.435
When the whole process is carried out simultaneously
for all cohorts of women, the process essentially
involves multiplying a vector (list) of intial
populations of each cohort by a vector of survival rates.
However, one should note that the "survived" population
is now five years older and it must be moved up by one
location in the projected population vector. Such an
example is displayed in Figure 12.
Thus the general equation to determine the population of
the second through fifteenth cohorts of the survived
population is as follov/si
(P^XASSR^)
v/here P^ represents the populatin of cohort i at the start
of the five year interval and P_|^^ represents the
population of the same group of people now in cohort
(i+1) at the end of the five year interval. For the
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filial cohort of tho survived population:
p; = (P^XASSR,^) + (P,^)(ASSIV
The intial location in the vector of the survived
population will be filled by the female children born
during the five year interval under consideration. The
births are generated by the fertility component of the
the simulation discussed later in this chapter.
In summary the mortality component of the five year
interval model uses nationally derived survival rates for
each of the 32 cohorts. The vector containing the ages
of oach cohort at the start of the five year interval is
multiplied by a vector containing the survival rates and
the result yields the vector of cohort populations as
they "survive" five years later.
Mortality process in one year increments
. While the
emphasis of tlie Amherst population model work is on long
range planning, the model lias been developed to be
executed in both one year cind five year increments.
Mortality rates are handled in a similar fashion for one
and five year time intervals so only a modest change is
required to convert the rates. One must take the fifth
root of the five year age specific survival rates (ASSR)
shown in Figure 12 in order to use them to determine
U
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survivors after a one year interval.
The process of ageing the survivors is somewhat more
complicated in the one year increment model, for all of
the members of a five year cohort do not move on to the
next age bracket. Instead one fifth of each "survived"
cohort is removed (called POPA) and this portion is moved
on (aged) into the next older age group. The entire
process is shown in Appendix C and one example is
demonstrated in the equation below using the notation
introduced earlier. In this example wo note the final
population of cohort eight includes 80% of the survived
population of cohort eight plus 20% of the survived
population of cohort number seven.
Pg = Pg ( V^SSF) (.8 0 ) + P^ ( ) (.2))
In summarizing the work on mortality it should be
remembered that the process may be carried out in five
year or one year steps. Five year steps are a bit easier
to execute and are frequently acceptable for long range
work. One year steps may be convenient for school
enrollment work, but the ageing process may tend to
smooth out "bulges". As a final note the analyst should
take care that rounding procedures are avoided, because
rounding will negate much of the effect of the mortality
component in a small community.
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Migration Component
Introduction. The migration component of the model is
concerned with the number of people entering or leaving
the town during a given time interval. Once again the
process is broken down into 32 age groups for which
migratation is handled individually. Throughout this
section the concept of "net" migration is used. if the
net migration for a particular cohort is positive, that
means that more people entered the group than left the
group. On the other hand if the net migration for a
specific cohort is negative that means the number of
outmigrants exceeded the number of inmigrants.
As was the case earlier with mortality the migration
process is also carried out using a set of ratios. For
example, a +20% migration rate would mean that an initial
population of 100 people in one age group would have 20
net migrants added to the population of the cohort.
However, a negative 20% migration rate would result in a
net loss of 20 people from the cohort. Thus it is
necessary to develop a set of 32 rates to predict
population changes due to migration. It must be
remembered that each of these rates represents the
combination of an inmigration and an outmigration
process
.
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It should be noted that the migration component is
especially critical to the construction of a demographic
model for a one industry community. Expansion of the
industry leads to rapid growth in the community and
industrial decline may lead to dramatic reductions in
some segments of the population. Such a situation leads
to the necessity of creating a dynamic model in which the
^i^^^tion rates are sensitive to key industrial
variables.
Defining migration rates
. The migration component of the
model will Joe built on age specific net migration rates
(ASNMR) which will be multiplied by the population
cohorts in a fashion similar to the treatment of survival
rates in the previous section. Unfortunately demographers
have not established a generally agreed upon denominator
(Pittenger, 1976, chap. 8) as the basis of the
definition, but the one that follows will be used in this
computer model.
ASITnR.= (M^
^
^)/(P-f )
t - t-*-S ^ x-l
The numerator value, II, represents the net number of
migrants (in minus out) joining or leaving a particular
cohort (i) during a 5 year period.
initial population of the cohort at the beginning of the
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five year period. In other words the i subscripts both
refer to cohort numbers at the end of the 5 year period
and one cohort further down the list than the initial
population, it should be noted that migration rates
into cohorts one and two are both based on the initial
population of cohort one, A sample of the entire process
is displayed in Figure 13.
Sample age specific net migration rate patterns
. Having
explained the use of age specific net migration rates
(ASNMR*s) it may be helpful to study some sample rate
patterns for a college impacted region. The nature of
the problem may become clearer by first considering
Figure 14 which shows two plots of ASNMR for Oswego
County, New York in which population is heavily
influenced by a college. In the top graph there appears
to be a large net inmigration among the age 15-19 cohort
and a substantial net outmigration among the 25-29 year
old cohort. Since few college students stay in town more
than 5 years, each shows up as an inmigrant and later as
an outmigrant clouding the migration activity of the
"local" population.
In the second graph at the bottom of Figure 14 the
"special" population has been separated from the
migration analysis and the resulting pattern is very
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FIG, 13
. NET MIGRATION OF LOCAL MALES DEMONSTRATING
THE USE OF AGE SPECIFIC NET MIGRATION RATES DURING A
FIVE YEAR INTERVAL IN AMHERST, MASS. 1960 - 65 .
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Reprinted with permission from PROJECTING STATE
AND LOCAL POPULATIONS, Copyright 1975
Ballinger Publishing Company.
Fig. lA. Age-specific net migration rates, by sex,
for Oswego County, New York, i960 - I97O, resident
population and population less inmigratory college
students
.
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different. Young people appear to be leaving the county
soon after they finish high school yet there is a net
inmigration in the 25-29 year cohort.
For comparison purposes Figure 15 shows the age
specific net migration rates (ASNMR) for the town of
Amherst with the special population removed. While the
general shapes of the Amherst curves are similar to the
Oswego County curve, the valleys seem lower and the peaks
higher on the Amherst ASNMR graph. These differences are
best explained by recognizing that the University of
Massachusetts student population represents more than
half of the total Amlierst population, while the State
U^iv^^sity of New York campus at Oswego represents about
one sixth of the county population. The graduate school
of the University of Massachusetts also has a significant
impact which is large in comparison to the graduate
school at Oswego. In addition the to\^^l of Amherst is
less influenced by rural population than Oswego County
thus leading one to expect a higher percentage of high
school graduates to enter institutions of higher
education. One must remember that a student in a college
becomes part of a "special” population and is not
considered a part of the "local" population for the
purposes of this study. The final comparison between the
75
Fig. 15. Age specific net migration rates based on Amherst local
population from i960- 1970.
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Amherst and Oswego County migration patterns shows a
difference in the older age brackets indicating more
outmigration among the older residents of Oswego County.
It does, however, seem very reasonable that a town such
as Amlierst would seem a bit more attractive to people
beyond retirement age than Oswego County,
Establishing age specific net migration rates for
Amherst. In order to start the process of determining
AENMR's for the "local" population in Amherst it is
necessary to refer back to the population pyramids,
4 and 5, and note that the college student
population needs to be removed from the pyramids. This
was done first by tallying the Town of Amherst
-Massachusetts Street List for 1960 and 1970 counting only
"non-students" appearing in the street lists. The
adjustments were further modified to agree with the
percentages of males and females in the total headcount
enrollments of the three colleges in both 1960 and 1970.
The resulting 1960 "local" population was used to
initialize the computer model, and all migration rates
were entered as zeroes. After executing the simulation
for two five year periods, the results were compared to
the "local residue" of the 1970 population pyramid. In
other words tlie net migration in each cohort betv/een 1960
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and 1970 is found by subtracting the figure projected by
the simulation from the 1970 U.s. Census figures, without
college population.
For an example let us consider the cohort of females
ages 40-44 (in 1970) whose survived, local population was
projected by the model as 276 yet the U.S. Census figure
in 1970 was 383 yielding a net migration of +107 women.
As noted earlier the denominator of the ASIIMR is the
initial population of women age 30-34 in 1960 (see Figure
4). Thus the 10 year ASNMR is found as follows:
ASNMR^= (107)/(281) = .39
In order to adjust the rates from a ten year to a five
hasis it is necessary to add 1,0, take the square
root, and then subtract the 1.0 again. The resulting
five year rate for the 196 0-1970 period is found as
follows (Pittenger, 1976, p. 26)
:
Vi.39 = 1.18
and the average five year ASNMR =.18
The resulting ASNMR' s in Figure 15 were shown to be
reasonable when compared to the migration pattern of
Oswego County, New York which is similar to Amlierst.
When one desires to use ASNMR 's in a model v/ith one
year increments instead of five year increments, the
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conversion process is similar to that shown above. m
this case one is added to the five year rate, the fifth
root of the result is taken, and one is subtracted from
the result. Continuing with the example from above the
five year ASNMR is converted to one year values.
ASNMR^= .18
Vl.18 = 1.003
ASnMR^= .003
The resulting one year rates are applied in essentially
the same method as that shown for five year rates in
Figure 13,
Adjusting the amplitude of age specific net migration
ra.tes . The use of a set of age specific net migration
rates for projections of the numbers of net migrants
during future years is based on the fundamental
assumption that the general shape of the ASNMR pattern
(Figure 15) will not change significantly during the
period of the desired projection. It is important to
note that the assumption does not mean the rates will all
remain fixed, but that they will all vary up or down in
such a way that the general shape or pattern of the ASNMR
curve remains the same. For projections in communites
with stable migration patterns it is often assumed that
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the ASNMR values remain static, but the nature of a one
industry town especially requires that the changes in
overall level of the ASNMR' s be tied to changes in the
key variables associated with the region's industry.
Ideally it would be desirable to develop a separate
eciuation for each cohort to project the net number of
joining or leaving that cohort as a function of
changes in key industry variables. However, the
historical data need to determine the number of migrants
each year in a particular cohort is very difficult to
obtain making it virtually impossible to derive a set of
16 equations to drive the migration component of the
model. The strategy that has been chosen for this model
makes use of public school enrollment data, which is
available on an annual basis. The procedure further
involves estimation of the net numl^cr of migrants in
cohorts tV70 and three (ages 5-14) by determining the
change in school enrollment in grades kindergarden
through nine. Since these approximate migration figues
are available on an annual basis one may proceed to
develop a function relating migration levels in cohorts
two and three to the the changing levels of college
faculty members and college students through multiple
regression techniques. The details of the development of
30
the desired function are demonstrated in Appendix A but
the resulting function is introduced below:
+ .517 A FAC + , 0359 (A UG + A gr)
A s represents the net number of migrants in grades
K-9 that is in cohorts two and three (ages 5-14)
,
A FAC
represents the net change in the number of college
faculty members, and (aug +agr) represents the sum of
net changes of FTE undergraduate and graduate
enrollments.
When using the above function in the model for
projection purposes, tlie projected numbers of faculty
memJ)ers, undergraduates, and graduates are inserted into
the above function for a given projection interval. The
resulting number of migrant students, as, is then used to
calculate the desired net migration rates for cohorts two
and three which will yield the correct number of net
migrants. These new rates are compared to the original
values of the ASlIMR's for cohorts two and three in order
to determine the change in the ASMMR's. The resulting
change (positive or negative) is then added to all of the
original 32 ASNMR values resulting in an adjusted set of
ASNMR's.
In summary it should be noted that the adjustment of
age specific net migration rates is absolutely critical
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in the simulation of the population of a one industry
town. A function was developed to predict the number of
school age migrants as a function of key industry
variables. Then all of the age specific net migration
rates were adjusted up or down by the same absolute
amount in order to satisfy the adjustment required in the
second and third cohorts which include grades K-9.
The Fertility Component
Introduction
. The fertility component of the model is
concerned with the calculation of the number of children
expected to be born during a period of the simulation.
The general procedure involves only consideration of the
number of women in the cohorts between ages 15 and 44
along with a ratio procedure somev/hat similar to tliat
used in earlier sections. Since fertility rates have
varied dramatically during the past 20 years, it seems
clearly very important to include this variable in a long
range population model.
The method of measuring fertility chosen for use in
this model is called the total fertility rate (TFR)
.
Specifically this rate represents the average number of
births per woman throughout the years she is able to have
children. It is certainly interesting to notice that the
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total fertility rate has changed dramatically in the town
of Amherst from a level of about 3.8 children per woman
in the early sixties to a level of about 1.1 children per
v^oman in the late seventies. The number of births per
year of course has not dropped proportionally due to the
large increase in the population of women between 15 and
44 years old. The fertility component of the model
presented here is divided into three sub-sections.
1. Births to women in the local population
2. Births to women in the college population
3. Births to women in the net migrant population
Since the college students' children will almost all
out-migrate before entering public school, they are not
added to the local population but are tallied separately.
The children born to the local and migrant populations
are added and the sum used to determine the first
cohorts of males and females in the survived population,
left blank during the earlier work on mortality (see
Figure 11)
.
Definitions . The notion of age specific fertility rate
(ASFR) is very similar to the age specific concepts used
earlier in the migration and mortality sections. The
ASFR is based on five year cohorts of women between 15
and 44 years of age. Thus one is only concerned with six
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of the 32 cohorts that have been used in earlier
sections
.
ASFR;= B. / Pi
In the past i has referred to 16 cohorts for both
men and women, but in tliis instance i varies only from
cohort four through cohort nine for women. represents
births to women in the cohort under consideration during
a 5 year period and represents the average population
of the particular female cohorts under consideration
during a five year interval. The ASFR might be thought
of as the probability of a woman, having a child during
the five year interval.
A second very useful concept introduced earlier in
this section is the notion of total fertility rate (TFR)
.
The total fertility rate may also be defined as the
number of births per women that would be attained if she
reproduced at the various ASFR's over her years of
fertility. The definition is expressed mathematically in
tlie following expression.
TFR
As a further example consider the sample set of
ASFR's used for testing the Amherst model as displayed in
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Table 1. This display shows that the ASFR column may be
added to yield the total fertility rate (TFR)
. The total
fertility rate (TFR) of 3.64 was chosen from U.S. Census
Bureau data (1977) for initial testing of the Amlierst
simulation model.
In order to change the total fertility rate during a
P^^ticular simulation run it is convenient to introduce a
modification of the ASFR notion. The Normalized Age
Specific Fertility Rate (NASFR) distribution simply
represents the fraction of total births attributed to
each of the six fertile cohorts during the women's life.
Each value is found by dividing the ASFR value by the
TFR.
The normalized age specific fertility rate
distribution (NASFR) is used during the simulation by
multiplying the TFR for a particular interval by the
NASFR as illustrated below.
ASFR^ = (TFR) (NASFR )^
Thus a different list of ASFR's may easily be
generated at five year or one year intervals by
specifying only the value of the TFR for the interval.
The actual prodedure will also involve averaging the
TFR's from the beginning and the end of the particular
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TABLE 1
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AGE SPECIFIC
FERTILITY RATES USER), NORMALIZED AGE
SPECIFIC FERTILITY RATES {NASFR)
^ AND
THE TOTAL FERTILITY RATE (TFR)
AGE ASFR NASFR
15-19
.
365
.100
20-24
.913 .250
25-29 1.350 .370
30-34
.657
. 130
35-39
.292
.
080
40-44
.
073 .020
TFR = 3.64 SUM = 1.000
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time interval under consideration. Total births, for
local population only, are then found from the following
equation as demonstrated in Table 2.
•?
B =^(.50)(TFR + TFR ) (NASFR.) (.50) ( )
The process may be easily modified for one year
increments by inserting a TFR value for each year of the
projection. The results must of course be divided by
five to yield one year values, for the NASFR' s defined
earlier are based on five year intervals. The above
equation would obviously have the (t +5) subscripts
replaced by (t + 1)
.
Establishing fertility rates for Amherst
. The problem of
modeling fertility in the town of Amherst was first
displayed in Figure 7 showing annual births. One should
certainly note the general overall decrease in births per
year that has taken place during a period when the
non-student population has more than doubled. Thus it
is clear that the total fertility rate in the Amlierst
area has been dropping dramatically as have the national
figures during the same period (U.S. Census Bureau,
1977)
.
The easiest way to determine the values of the TFR
for a community is by experimenting with the computer
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model. This is done by inserting a trial value of the
TFR and observing how many births are generated as a
result. The process is repeated until reasonably
accurate results are obtained. One must recall at this
point that the normalized age specific fertility rates
(IIASFR) are assummed to remain constant throughout the
process. A detailed analysis of the fertility pattern
for Amlierst is available in Appendix B and would be of
special interest to an analyst dealing with a community
V7ith a substantial "special" population.
A set of TFR's may be produced by the above process
which historically describes the changing fertility
pattern for a community. The projection of fertility
rates for future years must be done with the knowledge
that tliey are only estimates. It is probably desirable
to prepare more than one likely set of projected TFR's
which are consistent with future scenarios for the
community.
Total fertility rates must also be prepared for the
special population and the migrant population using the
general approach described above. The same normalized
age specific net migration rates (NASIIR's) may be used
for all three groups, but one must experiment to discover
the appropriate levels for the TFR applied to women in
the special population and women in the migrant
population. In Amherst the same TFR values were found to
be appropriate for the local and the migrant populations.
However, the TFR value for the special rx^pulation is much
lower in the 60 's and approaches zero during the 70 's.
In summary the fertility component of the model has
three parts. Births are first generated for the local
population of women, then the population of college
women, and finally for tlie net female migrants during the
time interval under consideration. It should be noted
again tliat a one industry community which does not
include a sizable special population could be simulated
without considering "special births" as a separate group.
Projection of School Enrollment by grade
The problem of projecting school enrollment for
individual grades is certainly one that must be
approached with care in order to preserve any of the
detail of unusually large or snail groups of students
moving through a school system. The strategy that has
been chosen here is that of using the very popular cohort
survival method of school enrollment projection
(presented in Chapter 2) as an aid in the process of
projecting enrollment in a sub- section of the larger
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demographic model.
Briefly stated the cohort survival model projects
future enrollment of each of 13 grades by using a set of
simple ratios and multiplying those ratios by the
enrollments of the preceding grades one year earlier.
The ratios used in the standard cohort survival method
are normally based on the previous five years of
data from the public school system. The
problem with this approach is that the one ratio must
account for all changes in the demographic variables of
mortality, migration, and fertility.
In conjuction with the larger demographic model
presented here, the cohort survival technique is used to
create a trial set of enrollments for the 13 public
school grades. The total of the first ten of tliose
grades is compared with the total population of cohorts
two and three (ages 5-14) from the larger demographic
model. At this point the ratios for the cohort survival
sub program are proportionally adjusted in order for the
total enrollment from the cohort survival package to
match the total from the demographic model. Clearly an
advantage of this approach is that general population
shifts from the demographic model influence the school
enrollment Vv^hile an unusually large or small group in a
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particular grade moves through the system without being
"diluted" in a five year age cohort.
The Complete Model
It is the purpose of this section to overview the
entire model in light of the detail presented earlier in
the chapter. In review one should note that four major
sub-sections of the model have now been considered in
some detail.
1. The Mortality component
2. The Migration Component
3. The Fertility Component
4. School Enrollment Projection by Grade
The reader will perhaps find it helpful to refer back to
the general flow chart presented in Figure 11 (see page
61 ) and to the sample of output from a 1960-1965 trial
run with the model shown in Table 3.
Starting with the inital population shown for 1960
one must first remember that these are based on the U. S.
Census Bureau data but with the special population of
college students removed. It is probably easiest for the
reader to try to think of five years passing as one moves
from the initial population to the "survived" population.
One should also notice the change in the ages as one
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compares the far left column with the far right column.
In summary the mortality process takes place as one moves
from the initial population to the survived population
removing those people who have died during the five year
interval.
As the model proceeds the next step involves the
migration component which yields the numbers of net
migrants also shown in Table 3. The net migrant figures
were obtained by multiplying the age specific net
^i^^3.tion rates (TVSNMR's) by the initial population
values. One should remember that this is the critical
step in modeling a one industry community or region for
the ASNMR values are adjusted to correspond to changes in
the key variables associated with the town's one
industry.
T'^Then the model moves on to the fertitlity component,
the numbers of male and female children born to the
"survived" women are calculated and entered in the top
location of the "survived" population. The model
continues to compute children born to migrant mothers and
those children are entered in the top locations of the
net migrant population. Now that the survived population
matrix and the net migrants matrix are both complete, the
two are added to produce the projected population for the
94
end of the simulated period. Again the analyst is
reminded that the special population is not included and
It must be added in if one wishes to include a special
population as part of tlie projection.
As a final summary we should once again review the
merits of the process demonstrated in Table 3, an example
oased on a five year time interval. For long range
population projection purposes, as needed by most
community agencies, the five year intervals are easiest
to simulate and probably sufficiently accurate. However,
the model is readily modified to one year intervals, as
described in the various sections of this chapter making
it easy to add the cohort survival sub-program in order
to project school enrollments by individual grades for
each year of the projection. The documented computer
program designed to project enrollments annually is found
in Appendix D, and output of a sample execution of the
prograra is presented in Appendix E. While this chapter
has dealt with most of the useful details of the model
building process, one may find the brief outline in
Appendix G a helpful reference.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION OF THE MODEL
Introduction
This chapter gives typical results from the use of
the model and evaluation of the model. Early in the
chapter a set of three projections, produced by the
simulation, is presented. These three projections include
high, medium, and low estimates of population and school
enrollments for Amherst, Massachusetts based on three
scenarios. Validation of the model is the next concern
of the chapter starting with replication of the 1960-1970
period and later comparing the results to U.S. Census
data and other local school and town data. The
validation work continues with results from simulation of
the 1970-1988 period compared to the projections using
two alternative simulation techniques and to the actual
school enrollment data from the 1970-78 period. The
chapter closes with some possible strategies on use of
the model in other "one industry" regions.
The Results of Three Projections
The maximum growth scenario . The first of the three
projections is referred to as the "maximum growth case"
95
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and as such is designed to project reasonable upper
limits to values of local population and school
enrollment during the period from 1970 to 1988. This
scenario presents a vision of a reasonable maximum future
population that enables the analyst to generate the
necessary input variables for the population model.
Considering carefully the "maximum growth" future of
the University of I^ssachusetts a small decrease in the
number of undergraduates seems very likely due to the
state-wide drop in high school enrollments. In order to
project only a small decrease one must assume that a
substantial portion of the reduction in higher education
students must be absorbed elsewhere in the state public
and private higher education system. Given the
possibility of a substantial increase in out of state
tuition and considering the present constraint on the
portion of undergraduates admitted from out of state, it
would seem hard to believe that numbers of out of state
students will substantially effect the anticipated drop
in undergraduate enrollment. The projected undergraduate
levels are sho\>m in Figure 16 as they were used for the
input to the model.
The second major input to the model which describes
the future of the university is the number of graduate
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students. The maxinum growth pattern for the future of
graduate education at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst is shown in Figure 16 as an increase from the
present level of about 300 0 to a new maximum of about
5000. In order for such an increase to take place a
substantial tuition increasese for graduate students must
be avoided or a substantial scholarship program created.
In addition the present upper limit on the percentage of
graduate students would have to be changed. It is
certainly a believable projection that the university's
governing IxDdies would see fit to increase the emphasis
on graduate education at the university during the next
five years by building the role of the Amlierst campus as
the graduate education center of the university system.
The last university related input variable is the
numJ^er of faculty members. Considering the projection of
a decrease of about 1000 undergraduates and increase of
about 2000 graduates one can project only a small
increase in full time faculty members as part of this
scenario. While increased amounts of faculty time will
be needed to deal with larger numbers of graduate
students, one must remember that the graduate students
will be used to fill some of the undergraduate teaching
responsibilities of the present faculty. This reasoning
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Fig. 17. Output from the model maximum growth case C scenario #1 ).
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has lead to a projected increase of about 100 faculty
lUGinbers as the itiaximuin level which is used in the first
scenario.
"^he final input variable which must be provided is
the total fertility rate (TFR)
. The reader is reminded
that the total fertility rate for Amherst has dropped
from a level of about 3.9 in 1960 to the present level of
about 1.1. While the U.S. Census Bureau is projecting a
small nation-wide increase in fertility rates during the
next few years, an increase to the 2.2 level would seem
to be the maximum reasonable increase for the Amlierst
area.
Given the inputs to the model described graphically
in Figure 16 the resulting output from the model is
displayed in Figure 17. Town planners should note that
the total local population continues a slow but steady
growth pattern. ^'Thile total public school enrollment
continues to drop in the near future, it does recover to
the present level in about ten years. In addition school
l^lanners should observe that elementary and secondary
school totals are projected to approach in the mid 1980 's
as they did in tlie raid 1970 's providing another challenge
for school planners to adjust the staff internally as
necessary. This crossover pattern also points to the
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possible need to hire some flexible teachers in the
future who are able to teach at more than one level,
Tl;^ most likely scenario
. The second scenario is
considered to be the middle level or "most likely" of the
scenarios, it was established by considering the
extreme scenarios and through conversations with town and
university representatives.
The fertility projection used in scenario number tv;o
is displayed along with the other inputs in Figure 18.
Most of the people who have been consulted seem to feel
that fertility rates have presently reached a lov/ limit
and a small increase is expected. In this scenario the
TFR values are projected to increase moderately from
their present low of 1.1 to a level of 1.5.
Turning to the university related variables, in
Figure 18, one sees tlie scenario calls for a loss of a
little more than 2000 undergraduate students which is
partly offset by tlie increase of about 1000 graduate
students over a five year period. The reasons for these
shifts are primarily the same issues introduced with the
first scenario. The undergraduate pattern is closely
related to decreasing high school enrollments and tlie
graduate pattern assumes a shift of emphasis toward
graduate education. Consideration of the overall
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Fig. 19. Output from the model for the most likely case scenario HI ).
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reduction in the total number of higher education
students has lead to a small projected decrease in the
number of university faculty members.
As one examines the output from the computer
simulation displayed in Figure 19, the analyst should
note that the projected total of the non-student
population remains reasonably stable. Public school
enrollments continue their rather steep decline and do
not start a gradual ascent until the mid 1980 's. The
internal shifting of the elementary and secondary school
totals again shows tliat the secondary schools must plan
to face the largest portion of the remaining decrease
v/hich will come during the next five years.
The maximum decline scenario
. Scenario number three is
designed to investigate the results of a maximum
population decline in the the Amherst region. In
preparation of the input to the model for the third case
the values are chosen to be low but believable.
Considering fertility rates one can readily see in
Figure 20 that tlie rates are projected to continue at
their present low level. Miile the reader might not
consider this an extreme projection, it should be
recalled that the projected 1.1 value for the total
fertility rate is very low compared to the 196 0 value of
i
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3.9 or the 1970 value of 2.9. None of the town and
university people consulted predicted that the total
fertility rate will drop further during the next few
years
.
The maximum decline case would involve somewhat more
dramatic changes at the university. Decreasing numbers
of high school graduates coupled with some shift in
emphasis to support other campuses of the university
system, could lead to a substantial decrease in the
number of undergraduate students. A substantial increase
in the out of state tuition rates for both undergraduates
and graduates would tend to drive down the numbers of
applicants in both groups. Finally a decision to leave
unchanged or further deemphasize graduate education on
the Amlierst campus would lead faculty members to devote a
larger portion of their time to undergraduate courses and
would result in less funding for graduate teaching
assistants. This scenario leads to the projections shown
in Figure 20 as input to the model. Undergraduate
enrollment drops by about 4000, graduate enrollment drops
to about half of the present level, and the number of
faculty members is reduced by about 150.
Given the inputs displayed in Figure 20 the
simulation produces the results shown in Figure 21. The
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Fig. 21. Output from the nwdel for the maximum decline case (scenario HI ).
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non“Student local population drops from the present level
by about 2000. The total enrollment in the public
schools drops by about 1000 (almost 1/3) during the next
five years v/ith the secondary schools feeling the impact
of the decline sooner than the elementary schools. Again
the reader is reminded that this maximum decline
projection is based on the migration assumptions of the
one industry model which decrease migration rates when
key university variables decline. Should such decreases
be offset by other growth factors, the dramatic decreases
projected by the model would be less severe. While this
scenario seems less likely than scenario number two, town
and school planners would be v;ell advised to consider
carefully the large impact on the tov/n that might result
from a substantial cutback at the university.
Replication of the 1960-1970 Period
In this section of the chapter the task is one of
demonstrating how well the general demographic model was
able to replicate the very turbulent and rapid growth
period JDetv/een 1960 and 197 0. The particular interval
was chosen because these are the dates of the most recent
U.S. Census information (1960, 1970). One should note,
however, that this is only a gross test of the general
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demographic model which does not include annual migration
adjustments for reasons that will become clear later. At
the same time it becomes possible to compare the results
produced by the general model during the 1960 's with the
results of the improved model which are demonstrated
during the 1970's. During this analysis three major
types of comparisons are carried out in order to evaluate
the model. Model output is compared to:
1. The local birth data
2. The local school data
3. The 1970 census data (without college
students)
The reader may find it helpful to review Figures 3
through 7 (see page 48) at this time to recall the types
of demographic changes which were taking place in Amherst
between 1960 and 1970.
Qf model inputs
. In order to prepare the
model to simulate the period from 1960 to 1970 both the
1960 and the 1970 U.S. Census data were altered by
removing the special populations. The process was
carried out by tallying both the 1960 and the 1970 Town
of Araherst Street Lists in five year age cohorts similar
to the census data. During the tally of the street lists
all persons with an occupation of "student" or "grad
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student" were left out of the count. Since these street
lists include only persons twenty or older, some minor
adjustments of the earlier age groups were made based
primarily on public school data.
Further adjustment of the model was then carried out
by adjusting the sets of age specific net migration rates
(ASNI^R) and total fertility rates (TFR) for each of the
ten years. IThile these modifications required numerous
executions of the model, the final results show that the
demographic model presented in this work has done a
reasonable job of simulating population changes in
Amherst during the 1960-1970 period.
One should carefully note that only the basic
skeleton of the model was used to replicate the 1960-1970
interval. That is only one fixed set of migration rates
v/as used for the entire interval without annual
adjustments for changes at the university. The school
enrollment subprogram for projection of individual grade
enrollments also was not used. Both of these decisions
were based on the following data problems:
Ill
1. Public kindergarden opened in 1959
2. University faculty data is erratic and difficult
to obtain during the early 1960 's.
3. Birth data would be required back to 1948.
Thus it is the purpose of this section to show that the
heart of the model is structurally sound and capable of
simulating the major clianges of the 1960's. The value of
annual migration adjustments and the school enrollment
subsection will be demonstrated in later sections of the
chapter.
Evaluation using local birth data 1960-1970
. The annual
births generated by the model are compared to the annual
births recorded in the Amherst Tovm Clerk's Office in
Figure 22. Clearly local births are subject to a
substantial amount of random variation. One should note,
however, that the simulated births are intentionally
below the actual births as the model is designed to
simulate only births to the "local" population and not
the special population. For example, the estimate of
special births for 1960 is 25, and one can see that the
simulated births are about 25 fewer than the actual
births at that time. The reader interested in pursuing
the issue of simulating local births and special births
in detail is reminded that the issue is dealt v/ith at
300
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length in Appendix B.
Random fluctuations in local births cause some of
the differences between actual and simulated births to be
a bit high with a maximum under 11% error. However, the
average percentage error over the 10 year period is
merely one quarter of one percent which indicates that
the simulated births on the average are a reasonable
representation of actual "local" births. Although
extreme fluctuations in annual values of the total
fertility rate could have been used to "force" the model
to more nearly match the actual data shown in Figure 22,
the smooth change in fertility rates is chosen as a
reasonable pattern that an analyst might have tried in
1960. A tabular presentation of these error calculations
is provided in tlie end of Appendix B.
Evaluation of the model using public school data
1960-1970
. One of the few convenient sources of annual
demographic data for a town is the public school
enrollment data. Although the demographic model
presented in this work groups people in five year
cohorts, a careful examination may be made by comparing
the totals from the second and third cohorts (ages 5-14)
to the total enrollment for the first ten grades (K-9).
The two sets of values are displayed graphically in
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Figure 23 with the actual enrollment considerably below
the simulated enrollment for all but the first and last
years. The school enrollment figures have been increased
to allow for private school students and a lack of
kindergarden during some of these years.
j-he error displayed in Figure 23 ranges from a
^s^irtium of of 10% down to zero^ but clearly the curve is
high for eight of the ten years. One must remember that
the version of the Amherst model used from 1960 to 1970
includes only the migration component in its simplest
form (fixed rates for the entire 10 year period) , While
it will be shown that these rates were adjusted to meet
the 1970 final population very accurately, the large
deviation during the middle of the decade is in need of
explanation. This deviation is easily understood if one
recalls that the model, as used here, has one fixed set
of age specific net migration rates. In other words the
migration pattern is not adjusted annually as a function
of changes in Amlierst's one industry. During the period
one can see (Figures 3, 8, and 9) that the university and
town growth rates were below the average for the first
half of the decade and above the average for the second
half of the decade. Thus the simulated school
enrollments, which tend to increase at an average rate.
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result in high values for almost the entire ten year
period. Although this section indicates a weakness of
the general demographic model, it also indicates the
possible advantage of adjusting the migration rates
annually as a function of changes in the tov/n's one
industry. The reader should nov/ be able to appreciate
the work later in this chapter showing how the improved
inigration component produces much more accurate results
on an annual basis between 1970 and 1978.
Evaluation of the model using 1970 census data . In Table
4 is displayed the results of the model, initialized in
1960, v;hich are compared to the actual 1970 local
population. In reviev; it is noted that the model was
leased on the 1960 U.S. Census and the 1960 Town of
Amherst Street List. Final comparisons are made with an
"actual 1970 population" also dervied from the 1970 U.S.
Census and the 1970 street list. The table shows totals
for each age/sox cohort, followed by absolute errors and
percent errors for each cohort. While a few cohorts have
errors as high as six and seven percent, it is clear that
the accuracy for tlie total population is well under one
percent error. This display should indicate to the
reader that the basic demographic model is capable of
sufficient adjustment to accurately simulate a community.
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for a long range projection, when given the proper
migration and fertility rates.
Comparison of Different Models
Applied to Amherst 1970-1978
The purpose of tliis section is to demonstrate the
relative accuracy of three kinds of models by com£)aring
their results with actual enrollment data from 1970 to
1973. The three models considered in this section
include the following:
1. Amlierst Population Planning Model (APPM)
.
2. Cohort-survival model.
3. Demographic model by Buxman (1978).
Description of the process
. The three models to be used
in this comparison are all initialized in 1970 and used
to simulate the period from 1970-1988. The first eight
years, however, are the only years used for comparison
purposes in this section. Every attempt \\7as made to
initialize the models under the same conditions for 1970,
but one must recognize that the three models have
different data requirements. In addition the Bmonan
model offers a number of options in order to provide the
user with alternative projections. The final comparison
is carried out using three criteria for accuracy. All
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criteria are based on comparison of total K-12
enrollments from the models with the actual k.-12 total
enrollment as follows:
1. Average percent error.
2. Correlation coefficients.
3. Number of projections v^ithin a one percent
per year margin of error.
Data requirements for tlie comparison
. In order to
initialize the Amherst Population Planning Model (APPM)
for the simulation of the period from 197 0 to 1988 the
traditional demographic data describing the 1970
population by five year age cohort including the
appropriate fertility, mortality, and migration rates are
needed. Details are provided in chapter three concerning
the basic data requirements of APPM. In addition the
model requires annual projected values for the total
fertility rate (TFR) and the numbers of university
faculty and students. This simulation is especially
different from the earlier replication of the 1960's
because the refined version of the model is used here
which adjusts the migration rates annually as a function
of the key university variables. The reader wishing to
review the annual inputs required by 7VPPM should review
the input data as described in Figures 16, 18, and 20
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found earlier in this chapter. The final data
requirement of APPM is five years of historical school
enrollment data by grade (see Table 9) and eleven years
of ^^istorical birth data. The last two items of data are
required by the cohort survival sub-program of APPM.
The data requirements for the straight cohort
survival projection used in this evaluation are simply
tlie school enrollment matrix (Table 9) for the five years
JDefore the start of the projection and the birth data for
11 years before the start of the projection. While the
cohort survival technique is described in more detail in
chapter two, the reader is reminded that it uses no
traditional demographic data, and it requires projections
of no variables for future years as input to the model.
The actual execution of the cohort survival model was
carried o\it by using the cohort survival sub-program
(part of APPM) by itself without any adjustments from the
larger model. The cohort survival sub-program (written
in APL) is documented in Appendix D.
The final model used in this evaluation is a more
conventional type of demographic model developed for
school enrollment purposes by W. Maxine Buxman (1978).
The model (described in chapter two) requires use of the
same mortality and fertility rates mentioned earlier as
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well as census data by five year age/sex cohorts for both
1960 and 197 0, Additional data requirements of tlie
Buxman model include the births and deaths for the years
1960 and 1970 as well as school enrollment figures for
those years. As fls. Buxman was willing to make the final
judgeiaents on parameter values and run the data on her
model tlie required data was sent to her with a few
suggestions about which of the migration options on her
program seemed most appropriate to this analyst. The
most significant recommendation v/as that she not use the
migration rates derived from the 1960 and 1970 census
data as it seemed clear to this analyst that the dramatic
turn down in Amherst's one industry would make such a
choice very unwise, especially for a long range
projection.
Results of tlie comparison . By examining Figure 24 one
may readily see that the Amherst Population Planning
Model (APPM)
,
developed in this dissertation, is a much
more accurate technique for long range enrollment
projection than the cohort survival method. VThile the
cohort survival method is as accurate or better than the
APPM technique for the first three years, the long range
superiority of APPM becomes clear as the cohort survival
model continues to follow the pattern of the early
4000
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seventies without responding to the changes in 7\inherst's
one industry. A review of the structure of the cohort
survival method (chapter 2) should quickly remind the
reader that the ratios used incorporate all of the
factors related to retention, promotion, net migration,
and the drop out process. With so many factors held
roughly constant at the levels of the late 1960's, it is
not suprising that the cohort survival results, displayed
in Figure 24, predict that school enrollments should
continue to climb until 1978. Only at the point, six
years late, when a substantial number of small classes
have entered kindergarden, does the cohort survival model
begin to predict a period of stability and decline more
characteristic of the present Amherst School System. The
strengths of the cohort survival method are, however,
clearly demonstrated in Table 5. The technique apparently
provides good short term projections of the two to three
year range, and the technique is simpler to use than the
demographic models. One is left to wonder about the
short term accuracy of the cohort survival method, which
would probably be much less impressive if the decline in
Amherst had started in 1970 instead of 1973. That is the
cohort survival method clearly will not perform well
during any period when migration rates are changing
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rapidly.
Further evaluation of the models continues in Figure
25 where the results of three projections by Buxman are
presented. The three sets of input information (Figures
16, 18, St 20) were given to Ms. Buxman along with other
demographic data for Amlierst, and she produced three
projections using her demographic model. The reader is
reminded that the 7^PM model follows the actual
enrollments quite accurately as shown in Figure 24 for
the period 1970-1978. Since the Buxman minimum projection
is clearly the least acceptable it is left out of the
analysis in Table 5.
The general difference between the style of the tv/o
demographic based models is apparent after a bit of study
of Figure 25. This difference results from the ways the
two models handle migration. While the Buxman model
might have been adjusted to follov; the growth pattern of
the 1960 *s, that choice was clearly unv/ise, for the
dramatic growth pattern in Amherst did not continue. The
other options that were used in this conventional
demographic model allowed the user to specify a fixed
number of migrants per year for each of the three
executions of the model or to use national migration
rates provided by the U.B. Census Bureau. While the
TABLE
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Buxraan model produces nearly linear results in all cases,
the one industry model shows that it is designed to be
able to respond in a very non-linear fashion to changes
in the key variables of the town's higher education
industry.
One may further compare the three models by
examining Table 5. Using the average percent error
criteria the cohort survival method appears to be the
least satisfactory, but tJie result is clearly due to the
very high errors during the last three years of the
projection. It is v;orthy of note that the APPM model
does have the lowest average percent error and also by
far the highest correlation coefficient. Another
criteria for accuracy, offered by Buxraan (1973)
,
is the
one percent per year guideline. In other v/ords a
projection is considered acceptable if the error is no
larger than one percent per year projected. Again the
APPM model is more acceptable by passing the test on all
but the first year, while cohort survival meets the
guidline five of the nine years and Buxraan 's model
satisfies the criteria less than half of the time in both
cases shovm.
In summary one should note that three methods have
been compared to the actual enrollments for an eight year
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(long range) period. The APPM model was shown to be
superior for this test in the town of Amherst using three
methods of comparison. It is interesting to note that
the Buxman model does as well as one could hope for a
linear type of model given the rapid changes in Amherst
between 1970 and 1978.
Comparison of tlie 1970-1988 Projections
While a detailed evaluation of the performance of
the three models from 1970 to 1988 is not possible due to
lack of actual data it is still instuctive to look back
again at Figures 24 and 25 in order to compare the long
range behavior of the three models. Once more one nay
see in the long range projection that the Buxman model
produces rather linear results. It is, however,
fascinating to notice that the Buxman minimum projection,
which was deleted from Table 5 as being the poorest
projection for the eight year interval, holds promise as
being the most accurate of the three Buxman projections
for long term purposes.
In summary the cohort-survial technique seems least
appropriate for longer range studies as it does not allow
projections of other tlian the growth pattern of the
recent past. Should the analyst expect a rather linear
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pattern of growth or decline in the future of a
community, the Buxman model holds great promise of
acceptable results even in a one or two industry town.
The great strenth of T^PM is shown clearly in Figure 25
in which we see two inflection points. If an analyst
wishes to explore possible futures in a one industry town
in which erratic patterns of growth or decline are
likely, the type of model described in this work should
hold considerable promise.
Potential Value of the Model for Enrollment
Projections in Amherst
Elementary and secondary projections examined
.
In order
for a model to be useful for school planners on a long
range basis it must be capable of projecting enrollments
for elementary and secondary schools separately. For the
purposes of this work the grades are grouped K-6 and 7-12
as the TU’PM results are compared to actual data from the
Amherst schools which are grouped that way. The
comparison is carried out in Table 6 in the same style
that v/as used earlier. The reader will notice that the
percent errors are generally higher than when grades were
aggregated K-12 (Figure 5) , but considering tlie smaller
totals in each group the results still seem reasonable.
ik
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF ACTUAL ENROLLMENTS TO PROJECTED
ENROLLMENTS FOR THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
FROM 1970 TO 1978
GRADE K-e> TOTALS GRADE 7-12 TOTALS
YEAR ACTUAL A PPM PERCENT ACTUAL APPM PERCENT
1969 1793 1793 0.
0
1263 1263 0.
0
1970 1839 1867 1. 5 1333 1367 2.
6
1971 1927 1955 1.5 1406 1425 1.4
1972 1981 1964 "0.9 1516 1554 2. 5
1973 1900 1914 0.7 1609 1642 2.1
1974 1898 1874 "l . 3 1649 1655 0.4
1975 1806 1787 "l. 1 1676 1702 1.6
1976 1764 1665 ~5. 6 1655 1725 4, 2
1977 1725 163 3 5.3 1581 1690 6.9
1978 1638 1588 3.1 1 544 1626 5. 3
AVERAGE PERCENT ERROR 1.35 2. 68
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT . 96 .97
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The correlation coefficients are still very high, and
when using the one percent per year criteria one finds
that the elementary and the secondary groups each fail
that test only one time (the first year)
.
Examining past enrollment projections done in Amlierst
.
Another technique for evaluating the one industry
demographic model involves considering how the model
might have been useful if it liad been available when the
Amherst school system was doing enrollment projections in
the past. VJhile such an endeavor involves considerable
speculation, some insight may be gained into the value of
the model through such speculation.
The first example to be considered is a study
carried out for the Amherst-Pelham Regional School
Committee in 1973. This was a long range study designed
to project secondary school enrollment from 1974 to 1985.
T-Jliile the study actually involved the entire regional
school district, only the Amherst portion of the study
was extracted and the projections are displayed
graphically in Figure 26 with the numerical results
presented in Table 7.
As may be seen in Figure 26 the school system
created two projections (method A and method B) which
were designed to explore possible future enrollments.
TOTAL
SECONDARY
ENROLLMENTS
GRADES
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Fig. 26. Amherst school system projections compared to APPM and actual
enrollments (grades 7 * 12).
TABLE 7
SECONDARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
FOR AMHERST STUDENTS ONLY {OCTOBER 1973 )
METHOD A METHOD B
YEAR SENIOR
HIGH
JUNIOR TOTAL
HIGH
SENIOR
HIGH
JUNIOR TOTAL
HIGH
74 772 894 1666 767 941 1708
75 8 55 918 1773 809 1004 1813
76 918 914 1832 8 54 1071 1925
77 933 842 1775 901 1143 2044
78 973 866 1839 950 1220 2170
79 954 863 1817 1002 1301 2303
80 943 877 1820 1058 1389 2447
81 1018 955 1973 1116 1482 2598
82 962 1026 1988 1177 1581 27 58
83 916 1074 1990 1242 1687 2929
84 999 971 1970 1310 1800 3110
85 1074 878 1952 1382 1921 3303
BASED ON DATA AND METHODOLOGY FROM:
AMHERST-REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS
,
1973 .
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Method A involved simply carrying forward the students in
each grade to the next grade with the addition of 1.
5
percent. The ragged nature of the plot results from
somewhat substantial differences in the numlxirs of
students graduating compared to the number entering
kindergarden. On the other hand method B involves the
continuation of the same percentage of annual growth
experienced during the previous five years, 5.5 percent
for the senior high and 6.7 percent for the junior high.
Method B is only plotted as far as 198 2 due to the
exponential nature of the method, and the numerical
results are all displayed in Table 7.
Hear the end of such a dramatic growth period it is
probably hard for people to imagine a substantial decline
yet the one industry assumption leads one to project the
substantial decline pictured in Figure 26 as a "likely"
result given the knowledge of reductions at tlie
university. The 7VPPM model which predicts results a bit
above the "actual values" still shows hope of providing
better population projections for Amherst than those used
by the school committee in 1973.
A second study was done by the Timberst-Pelham
Regional School Committee in 1976 in order to follow up
on a 1970 school building needs report. Figure 27
ACTUAL
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displays the elementary school portion of the five year
projections compared to both actual figures and the
"likely" version of the one industry (APPM) model. It is
interesting to note initially that all three of the
projections done by the school committee are above the
actual curve indicating that some "optimism" existed on
the study committee about the possibility of future
growth. Even the "low" projection is based on the
assumption tiiat town growth will continue at five percent
of the rate experienced during the 1960's. One would
hope that the more extensive use of a one industry
demographic model, updated on an annual basis, would give
a school committee the courage to face the substantial
decline that is very likely for the near future. As one
example of how future planning might be effected the
administration and school committee v/ould perhaps be more
inclined to take seriously one of the conclusions from
the 197 6 School Building Needs Report (p. 6) ,
If the maximum predicted decline in student
population should occur, it is recommended that
the resulting available space be made available
for tenants whose use would not interfere with
the educational operation of the schools.
In conclusion it has been shown here that the APPIi
simulation is a potentially valuable tool for school
planners in a one industry community. Elementary and
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secondary school enrollments liave been projected with
levels of accuracy close to the total enrollment
projections. Careful use of the model has demonstrated
that the one industry demographic model would have been
valuable if used with the correct assumptions during the
school system studies done in 1973 and 1976.
Using the Mode 1 in Other One Industry Regions
Another method of evaluating a model involves
consideration of strategies for adapting the model to nev/
situations. Should a community or school system be
interested in the possibility of using a "one industry"
type of demographic model, there are some fundamental
questions that might be eicplored before proceeding with
the complete modeling effort. These questions should
include
:
1. Is data available describing the one industry?
2. What will the looundaries of the region be?
3. Is a one industry model worth building?
Availal^ility of data . In order to investigate the
relationship between the changing population of a region
and the major industry one must obtain at least 10 to 15
years of historical data describing the industry. These
key industrial variables might include numbers of
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professional employees, non-professional employees, total
employees, annual units of industrial output, or any
other availal)le industry indicator. Probably indicators
which have some close tie to numbers of people in the
population will be most useful. The data should be
examined for consistency and the analyst should reflect
about which of the types of available data will perhaps
vary along with changes in local migration patterns.
Boundaries of the region . In order to use the methods
demonstrated earlier in this work one should choose
regional boundaries which include a school district and a
corresponding area (town or county) for which U.S. Census
data is available. If 15 years of data are available for
a sub-section of a school district, one might be able to
pursue the analysis for that portion of the district.
However, the discovery of changing school district
boundaries or changing U.S. Census tract boundaries
during the past 15 years would present a serious problem.
Given the choice of a small or a large region it is
recommended that the analyst start with a smaller region
(closer to the center of the industry) and then try to
expand the model as part of later work if the model
proves effective in the small portion of the one industry
situations a larger area might beregion. In some
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considered if the more distant parts of the region are
effectively served by mass transit facilities. However,
should the results be unsatisfactory on the community
level, expansion to the county or SUSA level would seem
unwise unless there are special circumstances that would
lead one to be optimistic about the possibility of
ij^p^oved results. While the advice given here may seem
fiiffei^ent from general modeling strategy in which larger
numbers tend to yield better results, the reader is
reminded that one would normally expect the influence of
the single industry to be less as the distance from the
one industry increases.
Should the model be built ? Before an exhaustive effort
is made to build tiie entire one industry demographic
model a modest test of the available data is recommended.
Since the migration component of the model is the unique
section one should consider carefully the data on which
migration patterns will be adjusted.
The process, presented in detail in Appendix A, is
initiated by finding annual changes in school enrollments
as a measure of annual migration. These school
enrollment changes are found by subtracting the sum of
the grade K-0 enrollments one year from the sura of the
grade 1-9 enrollments the following year. These
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differences (increased by 10%) should be a reasonable
measure of annual net migration for cohorts two and three
of the demographic model. One may then proceed to
compare these migration figures to changes in each of the
key industrial indicicators to see if a high enough
correlation may be found to show that one or more of the
indicators would be useful in predicting future migration
rates for the community. If such a pattern is not found,
the analyst is advised to consider a standard demographic
model or another modeling strategy. As mentioned earlier
an analyst anticipating a very linear grov/th pattern due
to a stable single industry would also be well advised to
consider the more conventional type of model developed by
Buxman.
Summary
In the early part of this chapter three scenarios
were developed and analyzed in order to demonstrate the
basic strategy of creating high, medium, and low
population projections. While the general model was
shown to have long range validity during the replication
of the 1960 's, the one industry feature, driving tiie
migration component, produced much better results when
simulating the 1970-78 period. After showing that the
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moclGl han the potential for greater accuracy than two
other models, which were not designed for a one industry
situation, APPM projections were compared to some other
7\mlierst School System studies carried out during tlie
1970 's, again sliowing that the one industry model holds
real ixjssibilities for improving enrollment projections
in 7\mlierst. Tlie chapter closed with suggestions for
analysts wishing to consider possible use of the model
including advice concerning careful data collection, data
analysis, and choice of region Ixjundaries,
CHAPTER V
SUI'IMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
It has been the purpose of this study to investigate
the possible value of a special demographic type of model
as the foundation from v/hich to project school
enrollments in a one industry community. In chapter two
the matter of long and short range projections was
introduced, and it was stated that the primary goal of
this work was to improve long range projections as there
appears to be an adequate method available for one to
three year projections. After reviewing the school
enrollment projection literature in chapter two the study
moves on to a detailed presentation of how an example of
a one industry demographic model was created. In chapter
four the model v\/as extensively tested and evaluated over
different periods of time from 1960 to 1985. The results
showed that the Amherst Population Planning Model (APPM)
offers a more accurate planning tool for the future of
Amherst than the other techniques with which it v^as
compared. Chapter 4 closed with a number of suggestions
for analysts who might wish to build this type of model
for use in other one industry communities.
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Advantages and Disadvantages
A simulation designed to model population growth in
a one industry community has the possibility of the
following advantages:
1. Given correct projections for key industrial
variables, the model produces more accurate long range
enrollment projections than the cohort survival method or
a more conventional demographic model. By reviewing
Figures 24 and 25 the reader should be convinced that the
model developed here is clearly more able to respond to
the non-linear fluctuations characteristic of a one
industry community.
2. The Aralierst Population Planning Model produces
more accurate values of elementary and secondary school
enrollments by incorporating the cohort survival
technique, with its short range accuracy, as a part of
the larger model.
3. The one industry model provides substantial hope
of more accurately simulating the age structure for the
entire community. Unfortunately one must wait for the
1980 U.S. Census data in order to evaluate this aspect of
the model more thoroughly.
4. During the process of development and adjustment
of the model the analyst discovers v/hich industry
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variables should be monitored most carefully in the
future.
5. The model building strategy includes details
about how to deal with a substantial special population
this case college students) which must be separated
from the total population in order to produce accurate
school enrollment projections. The usefulness of this
strategy would not necessarily be limited to the one
industry situation.
There are some possible disadvantages to the
modeling strategy presented in this work v/hich are listed
below;
1. There is a need for more data and more data
analysis, when using the model presented here, in
comparison to a number of other techniques with which it
has l^een compared.
2. The migration strategy in the model is designed
to be appropriate for a one industry region although it
might be adjusted to work well in a two industry setting
or in an area influenced by a few industries of the same
type.
3. The Amherst Population Planning Model was shown
to be no better than the cohort survival model when used
for projection of three years or less. VJhile this is of
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no great concern to the analyst interested in long range
projections, the work needed to create a demographic
model does not appear to be justifiable if the decision
makers desire only tv7o or or three year projections.
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the review of the school enrollment
literature in Chapter Tv;o and the experience gained from
developing and evaluating the model in chapters three and
four, the following suggestions are made concerning
future research or improvements in school enrollment
techniques
:
1. The type of model presented in this study could
be tested in a tv-zo or three industry to\im.
2, The one industry model could be tested in a
community impacted by a single industry other than the
higher education industry.
3. A region of the one industry type v/ith no large
special population (in this case college students) V70uld
hopefully be a location for successful application of the
model presented in this work.
4, Many conventional demographic models such as
Buxman's (1978), or Wilson's (1975) or some of the land
use models would probably be substantially improved
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through the use of a cohort survival sulo- section to
project individual grade enrollments as done with the
TVPPIl simulation,
5, In future research combining demographic and
cofiort survival techniques, as suggested above, the
algorithm for generating kindergarden enrollments based
on births five years earlier could be improved by
including migration data from the demographic sector of
the model,
6, If one were interested in enrollment projections
only, without any concern for the town's population
structure, then the strategy used by by V7ilson (1975) , of
considering only those people up to 45 years of age,
might save a bit of data gathering and data analysis
effort,
7, Future research into the possible combination of
land use techniques with the demogaphic model for some
one industry towns, without a special population, would
perhaps yield some valuable results.
Conclusion
Ultimately the model created in this work is only
valid if the assumptions on which it is based remain
correct and if the projections of key industry variables
L.
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sccuirstG, Thus the accurscy of industry
pi^O] Gctions, and thG validity of thG onG industry
assumptions should be rG-examinod Gach yaar. WhilG thG
groat strongth of the one industry model is its ability
to respond to rapid changes in the community's industry,
the projections will be very inaccruate if key industry
variables entered in the model are inaccurate.
It must be emphasized that this model is a planning
model and as such is designed to enable the analyst to
ask "what if" questions. In other words one is able to
make projections of possible futures based on assumptions
but not accurate predictions of future populations or
enrollments. As such a model should be viewed as a
planning aid designed to help decision makers anticipate
probable futures
.
A final word of caution to future anlysts is
concerned with data. The author's experience has shown
that one should consider as many sources of data as time
will permit in order to detect problems with data. For
example, the U.S. Census data includes a numl^er of
education statistics which are based on a 20 percent
sample thus introducing error, probably more in small
areas. By comparing such sources as school enrollment
data, town street list data, and U.S. Census information
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it was possible to eventually arrive at reasonable values
for the numbers needed to initialize the model. However,
failure to compare these sources of information would
have resulted in relatively poor results from the Amherst
Population Planning Model,
Hopefully the future v/ill demonstrate the usefulness
of the one industry type of planning model and other
developments, modification, and improvements which follow
elsewhere. Although many school and community decisions
are made on a relatively short terra basis, it is the hope
of the author that planning aids such as APPM will
encourage logical thinking and careful planning for the
future of our schools and coramunities.
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APPENDIX A
Determination of the Migration Function
The details of creating the migration function are
displayed in Table 8, The values of A Sj
,
represents the
number of net migrants in grades K to 4 during a one year
interval. The model structure assumes that this number
of net migrants, determined from school enrollment data
(see Table 9) , equals the number of net migrants in the
second cohort of the demographic model (ages 5-9)
,
The
same assumption is made about a r the numlDer of net
migrants in grades 5-9, The total number of net migrants
for the first ten grades is then found by suioming columns
one and two to yield the a S values in column 3,
The A S values v/ere used as the dependent variable
in the multiple regression process which was carried out
on the computer using SPSvS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences), The two independent (see Table 8)
variables found to be the best predictors were net change
in university faculty numbers, and net change in total
university students. The sum of undergraduate plus
graduate students was found to be a better predictor than
either variable alone or lx)th variables separately.
After some experimentation ten intervals were used
in the final multiple regression procedure. The analyst
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should realize that the choice represents a trade off
between the need for recent historical data and the need
for enough cases to obtain significant results from the
multiple regression procedure.
While use of delays might yield higher correlations
in some communities, each of the independent variables
was investigated using delays and none of the
correlations yielded higher values than those obtained
without any delay. It should be noted that
autocorrelatation is a concern with the type of time
series data used in this analysis.
Finally the equation presented below is the result
of using the data in Table 8 and the multiple regression
procedure in the SPSS package.
^ S = -5.24 + .517 A FAC + .0359 (^UG +aGR)
TABLE
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TABLE 9
AMHERST SCHOOL ENROLLMENT MATRIX GRADES K - 12
OCTOBER 1
,
1959 TO OCTOBER 1
,
1978
GRADES
YEAR K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
59 0 160 168 141 146 139 162 137 117 127 118 105 122
60 0 178 159 156 134 148 143 132 136 120 126 125 101
61 0 183 166 172 140 142 145 154 132 129 119 131 118
62 0 186 166 165 166 153 145 148 151 134 140 111 120
63 0 186 169 165 165 175 150 152 151 146 134 133 112
64 0 210 174 173 178 168 183 153 160 153 149 124 134
65 0 219 215 188 186 186 176 187 161 167 154 149 123
66 0 233 220 200 200 184 200 180 190 162 168 152 147
67 0 259 247 229 210 218 216 202 183 194 164 170 149
68 0 250 266 267 233 229 225 216 214 193 206 175 163
69 258 254 251 273 274 236 247 239 228 219 196 210 171
70 220 274 275 267 276 279 248 251 227 234 218 199 204
71 241 257 280 288 276 298 287 265 262 232 239 230 173
72 272 269 263 288 297 274 318 290 267 246 253 237 223
73 239 276 268 252 28 5 303 277 315 292 275 263 238 221
74 274 233 288 251 254 28 5 313 275 305 298 279 247 245
75 256 280 227 276 254 247 266 307 275 295 297 252 250
76 227 268 284 229 263 245 248 269 303 261 296 269 257
77 190 238 260 296 229 268 244 245 265 280 273 284 234
78 174 205 226 261 283 228 261 245 238 255 300 255 251
APPENDIX B
A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FERTILITY PATTERNS IN AMHERST
Establishing fertility rates for the local population
This appendix is concerned with the problem of hov;
Amherst's erratic birth pattern was analyzed in order to
establish historical values of the total fertility rate
(TFR) . In this section a substantial amount of attention
must be given to the calculation of births to members of
the special population (that is college students).
One very useful technique which enables the analyst
to detect a special population in the birth data is to
plot both births and first grade enrollments on the same
graph as is sho\>m in Figure 28. This analyst was very
surprised to find births so far in excess of first grade
enrollments in the late fifties and the early sixties.
In order to see the relationship between births and
first grade enrollment even more clearly Figure 28 has
been modified in Figure 29 by plotting the births six
years late to show how they compare with first grade
enrollment. One must remember that the 1960's were a
period of extensive inmigration in Amherst and certainly
many children moved into town. Thus an explanation for
the excess of births over first grade enrollment must be
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included in the Amherst Population Planning Model.
The most reasonable explanation found to date is
that most of the excess births, not entering first grade,
are attributed to the town's special population of
college students both graduate and undergraduate. Only a
small percentage of children born to student parents
would still be in Amherst to enter first grade. Thus it
was assumed during creation of the Amherst population
model that children born to women in the special
population will not enter the population pyramid to save
the extra trouble of outmigrating these children. It
will, however, be necessary to note while validating the
model how the total births compare with the tovm clerk's
birth data which includes all births to Amlierst parents.
Unfortunately it is necessary to estimate the levels
of special births in the town as it is not possible to
examine the town clerk's records due to the confidential
nature of some of the information. The estimates of
special births for Amherst are shown in Figure 30. These
estimates were arrived at after careful study of Figure
29 and a niimber of converstions with local residents and
officials. It does seem clear that the low level of
special births during recent years is due to the greater
availability of birth control and abortion. Actually the
163
births to women in the special population are currently
at such a low level that they have been ignored v;hen the
model is executed to simulate the 1970' s.
The final adjustments of the fertility components of
the model were made to fit the conditions shown in Figure
30. It should be noted that the simulated birth patterns
ate shov/n as linear for the five year intervals
simulated. The actual total fertility rate used for a
five year interval is an average of the instantaneous
value at the start and finish of the interval. Wlien
simulating births at one year intervals, an instantaneous
value of the fertility rate must be available for the
beginning and the end of each year. Once again the
average value of the TFR's is used when generating the
births for that year.
Births to special and migrant mothers . Concerning births
to the special population the procedure for generating
births is the same as that shown in Table 2 for the local
population. However, the total fertility rates (TFR's)
for the special population have been adjusted to much
lower level to generate the small number of births per
year called for in Figure 30. Since births must also be
generated for migrant women during each five year period
the general procedure is repeated a third time for
i
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migrants. Births to migrant women are generated by the
same procedure as births to local women described earlier
with one exception. The TFR for the end of the time
interval is the only one used as it is assumed that the
average migrant only resided in Amherst during the second
half of the time period under consideration (Pittenger,
1976, chap. 9). Because the migration section is the
component requiring the most adjustment, it is necessary
to re-examine the births produced by migrants any time a
significant adjustment of migration rates is attempted in
order to be certain the total birth production remains
reasonable. In other words final adjustment of the
fertility component must be carried out after adjustment
of the migration rates has been completed.
Table 10 includes an anlysis of the fertility
component of the model between 1960 and 1970. The reader
should note that the special births, which are estimated
in Figure 30, are used to adjust the actual birth figures
from the Town Clerk's office to provide the best possible
estimate of births to the "local" population which will
have the most impact on the schools.
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TABLE 10
AMHERST BIRTH ANALYSIS 1960-1970
YEAR ACTUAL
BIRTHS
ACTUAL-SPECIAL
ESTIMA TE
SIMULATED
BIRTHS
PERCENT
ERROR
1960 256 231 218
”
5 . 6
1961 250 228 206 - 10.6
1962 202 184 196 6 . 5
1963 216 202 192 5.0
1964 170 158 186 15.0
1965 208 198 186 6.
0
1966 180 170 188 10 . 5
1967 200 190 195 2.6
1968 220 210 219 4.2
1969 270 260 24 5 5.7
1970 271 261 252 3.4
AVERAGE PERCENT ERROR .25
i
APPENDIX C
A Mortality Example Using One Year Intervals
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APPENDIX D
Simulation Program with Documentation
ACOMPUTER
PLANNING
MODEL
OF
AMHERST
TOWN
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AND
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ENROLLMENT
PROJECTIONS
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APPENDIX F
APPM
ASDR
ASFR
ASNT^R
ASSR
FTE
NASFR
SMSA
TFR
Frequently Used Abbreviations
Amherst Population Planning Model
Age Specific Death Rate
Age Specific Fertility Rate
Age Specific Net Migration Rate
Age Specific Survival Rate
Full Time Equivalent
Normalized Age Specific Fertility Rate
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
Total Fertility Rate
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APPENDIX G
An Outline of the Model Building Process
1. Determine the regional boundaries for the
initial model building effort.
2. Obtain U.S. Census data for the two previous
census dates as shown in Figures 4 and 5,
3. If a significant special population exists in
the region, the special population must be removed from
the U.S. Census data.
4. Obtain data from the region's industry
describing any possible key industry variables (see
Appendix A)
.
5. Obtain public school enrollment data by grade
for the past 20 years (see Appendix A and Table 9) .
6. Test for correlations between key industrial
variables and school enrollment changes (see Appendix A
and Chapter 4)
.
7. If low correlations are obtained one should
consider use of a conventional demographic model or a
land use model at this point (see Chapter 2).
8. If correlations are relatively high the analyst
should continue to build a multiple regression equation
as described in Appendix A.
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9.
Obtain national or state mortality rates.
10. Obtain the number of births/year in the region
for the past 25 years.
11. Obtain state or national normalized age
specific fertility rates (see Chapter 3 and Appendix B) .
12. Assemble the model without a migration
component and execute the model from the first to the
second U.S. Census dates. Finally, use the results
compared to the final census data to determine the age
specific net migration rates for the region (see Chapter
3).
13. Execute the completed model as many times as
necessary from the first to the second census dates in
order to adjust the migration rates, the total fertility
rates, and the special population levels to agree with
the second census.
14. Build a component to the model which will
adjust all migration rates as a function of changes in
numbers of public school children (see Chapter 3)
.
15. Modify the entire program to operate in one
year intervals.
16. Build the school enrollment component of the
model based on the cohort-survival method such that the
results will be adjusted annually to fit the larger model
209
(see Chapter 3).
17. Evaluate the model (see Chapter 4)
.
18 . Create a few future scenarios and produce
corresponding sets of projections as demonstrated in
Chapter 4.

